
Executive Summary 

The UK insulation market is estimated to be worth £650m. The PIR and phenolic board share is 
approx £245m. The market overall is likely to grow year on year, but board is likely to take an 
increasing large share from EPS/XPS and mineral wool with each step change in Building 
Regulations in 2010, 2013, 2016. it could become the dominant insulation medium in the market 
overall, as low lambda values become increasingly important to achieve the required building 
regulations in the most space efficient way. lt is anticipated that the board market could grow to 
£I bn by 2020 .• 

Mineral wool currently dominates the CERT based market, bringing existing buildings up to more 
thermally efficient standards. This is likely to continue until 2014/15, but boards are likely to 
become increasingly important post-CERT when retrofit activities begin to focus on hard to insulate 
properties, ie ETICS. The Government's long term energy strategy (HESP) calls for 6m homes to 
receive a "whole house" makeover by 2020 with all homes having this "makeover" by 2030. This 
will be very positive for insulation board as a significant amount of this work will involve either 
external or internal wall insulation, where this product is very strong. 

The board market is currently split 90% PIR, and 10% phenolic. Phenolic is growing, and gets 
specified where high fire performance is required. On average it also has approximately I 0% better 
lambda value than most PIR products. Selling prices are around 80% higher currently, reflecting 
60% higher manufacturing costs, and stronger margins. 

The board market is dominated by Kingspan, with approx 55% share, followed by Celotex with a 
20% share. 4-5 other manufacturers account for the remaining 25% share of the UK market. 
Between 2004 to 2007 the board market grew at a compound annual growth rate of 16%, attracting 
several new manufacturers into the UK market, and a lot of spare manufacturing capacity. Average 
utilisation is currently around 25%. Assuming no further investment, utilisation would rise to 91% 
by 2020 due to market growth and lines slowing down as average product depths increase. 

The insulated panel and board market is well developed, with over 330 continuous PU lines 
installed world wide. Polyurethane foam technology continues to develop, improving board 
properties (fire performance and Lambda value) and reducing costs. There are myriad 
manufacturers worldwide, backed by some of the world's largest chemical suppliers, such as Dow, 
Bayer, BASF and Huntsman. However, having in-house polymer engineering capability is critical 
to controlling chemical fonnulations, achieving the best performance and keeping manufacturing 
costs as low as possible. 

Phenolic technology is developing, but from a much smaller base with few manufacturers and 
chemical suppliers. There are around 8 phenolic capable continuous lines in the world, of which 
half are in the UK!lreland. There are still some significant issues with phenolic foam in terms of its 
process ability, water uptake and corrosion performance. There are now PIR products appearing on 
the market that can meet a similar specification for fire and insulation performance, but at a 
significantly lower cost. 

Fire performance of all boards is inferior to glass wool, but in the majority of applications this 
makes very little difference in specification. Both types of board achieve 'class I' performance for 
use as room linings in the UK Building regulations. Phenolic also achieves 'class 0', the highest 
rating in the UK. 
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In a typical fire, the building insulation usually contributes very little to the overall fire load 
(combustible contents) or quantity of smoke generated, as it is rarely exposed, being usually behind 
screeds, blocks or plasterboard. The BRE have recommended that tightening regulations in this area 
would be unlikely to save any lives lost in building fires, so it is not anticipated that regulations will 
change in the foreseeable future. 

The only safety issues of note in PIR board manufacture are potential respiratory sensitisation from 
MDI and fire risks from using Pentane. History has shown these risks are low, and can be well 
controlled with current technology. There are no known legacy safety issues associated with board 
manufacture. Phenolic introduces hazards associated with formaldehyde vapours. Again, the risks in 
practice are low, with exposure at the same level as glass wool manufacture. 

RECOMMENDATION 

This study, carried out by an individual with extensive experience of insulation board, provides 
- with its most detailed knowledge to date of this product. We now have a detailed 
understanding of 

• ·The existing market- PURIPIR/Phenolics 
• Future market dynamics 
• Production process and costs 
• Fire and Health & Safety issues 
• Capital costs 
• Competitor capacity and market positioning 
• The clear and unambiguous conclusion of this report is 

• Forthcoming known changes to UK building regulations will deliver very significant growth 
in the insulation board market, in all likelihood, at a faster rate than for mineral wools 

• There are no past, current or likely future fire, health or safety reasons to prevent Saint-
Gobain from entering this market ' 

The only significant risk foreseen is the success of the current EURISOL study to demonstrate a 
significantly lower performance "in-situ" for foam products than claimed by manufacturers. 
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1.0 Market for Board 

1.1 Current Market 

Market size: Estimates of the UK insulation market vary, but the average estimate is approx 
£650m m 2007. Of this PlR and phenolic board is estimated to be approximately £245m hence 38% 
approx. The phenolic board market is estimated to be currently £37m approximately. [1,2] 

Distribution I route to market: The majority of insulation board is sold through similar channels 
to glass wool. The specialist insulation distributors would seem to have approximately 80% of the 
market, with the remaining 20% being by general builders merchants. There are a few customers 
who deal directly with the manufacturers (eg Hathaway Roofing with K.ingspan), but the vast 
majority purchase via a distributor. [I] 

Suppliers: the UK suppliers are: 
o Kingspan 
o Celotex 
o Ecotherm 
o Xtrathenn 
o Recticel 
o Quinn-Therm 
o Ballytherm 

Market segments: Board can be used in most insulation applications, but in practice tends to be 
chosen in certain applications: 

o Warm roofs: between and I or over I under rafters. 
o Cavity walls. Limiting factor 25mm (minimum) or 50mm (normal) air gap. 
o Flat roofs, including tapered insulation flat roofs. 
o Insulated plasterboard & floorboards 
o Ground floors, usually below concrete. 
o Wall lining, behind I between studs. 

Products on market: There are a great variety of board products on the market. 
o A wide variety of depths are sold from 12mm to 200mm. Initially going up in increments of 

5mm, then I Omm, then 20mm. 
o Average depth (current regs) is approx 70mm, with the most popular depths being 50mm 

cavity walls, 50mm floors, l OOmm warm roofs. As regulations change, the common depths 
will change. 

o Board sizes are 2.4m x l.2m roofs, floors and general purpose; 1.2m x 0.6m flat roofs; 1.2m 
x 0.45m cavity walls. 

o Edges can be plain or rebated on 2 or 4 sides, (some suppliers offer this, some do not) 
o Facing is usually a foil tri-l~minate. Different facings are available for different applications, 

such as flat roofing (glass !Issue or bituminous felt), dry lining (plasterboard), industrial roof 
lining (embossed aluminium). 

o Different foam compressive strengths are available for more structural applications such as 
under floors, flat roofs, insulated gutters. 
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o Tapered boards are available to provide a fall to flat roofs. These are made-to-order for the 
_specific application, and involve an element of specific design. They sell for a premium, 
being around 3 times more expensive than standard board. [I] 

Stock: The majority of rigid board products are made to stock, with a few products such as tapered 
panels or custom depths made to order. Distributors will generally hold about I week stock on 
average, and carry all the popular depths and sizes. They will get all other items on a short 2-3 day 
lead-time. Manufacturers stock levels work out to be around 3 weeks on average, typically carrying 
stockofall SKU's. [1,3] 

Stock Holding: lt would appear specialist insulation distributors will generally stock one or two 
key brands. A tertiary brand may also be stocked as a 'price-fighter', and purchased purely on a cost 
basis. The primary and secondary brands will be chosen from the market leaders, and the brands 
that are most often specified (usually Kingspan and Celotex). The tertiary brand will be stocked on 
a 1-2 year deal based on supplied price. [ l] 

Market entry givens: A broad range of product types and depth, stock holding and good I rapid 
serviCe level, aftercare support, technical support, adequate quality, appropriate BBA & fire 
accreditations. 

New build I existing housing: Boards are particularly strong in the new-build market, where their 
perceived ease and speed of use is seen as an advantage, particularly in floor, wall and warm roof 
applications. Similarly for extensions to existing dwellings, particularly 'room in a loft' 
conversions, where the thickness can help reduce height restrictions. Less strong is the retro-fit 
market, and loft insulation where mineral wools tend to be much stronger, being easier to fit, and 
easier to handle with limited space loft access etc. 

CERT: Obligations on energy companies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions has created a 
situation where it is cost effective for them to pay to have their customers homes insulated. 
Customers benefiting most tend to be those on state benefits & income support, pensioners and 
those in social housing. This scheme is likely to have a significant impact on the market until 
2014/15, as other types of households become eligible for the scheme. This retrofit insulation tends 
to currently favour mineral wools for lofts, and blown systems for cavity walls. Longer term, when 
'hard to insulate' homes are tackled, this insulation activity may tend to increasingly favour boards, 
where rooms are being lined, or the exterior of homes are being insulated and over-rendered. 

Acoustic Regulations: The performance of rigid boards in attenuating acoustic energy is poor, as 
they are essentially a solid, and hence transmit sound quite well. Boards generally have to be used 
in conjunction with other materials (eg glass wool) in applications where a level of acoustic 
performance is specified. However, it is not anticipated there will be any further specific changes of 
regulation in this area. 
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Pricing: Board selling prices are fairly proportional to depth (as the majority of the manufacturing 
cost is the foam itself). Prices have fallen considerably over the last year. Raw material prices have 
also fallen by around 25% from their peak last year, to some extent linked to oil prices (the basic 

but indications are that to inch 

1.2 Market Development 

1 .2.1 New Entrant I Consolidation. 

1.2.2 Thermal Regulations 

The route map for increasing energy efficiency of UK buildings has been established by the 
government with part L of the Building Regulations. The calculations are based on 2002 Building 
Regulations. Defined step changes are 2002, 25% reduction; 2006 with a 25% improvement over 
2002; 2010 with a 25% improvement over 2006; 2013 with a 44% improvement over 2006; 2016 
achieve zero carbon emissions from homes and 2019 achieve zero carbon emissions from all 
buildings. This will have a significant effect on the type and depth of insulation used, hence the 
volume of material sold. [6] Practicalities of space utilisation (particularly in home applications) 
will keep pressure on all manufacturers to continue to offer improved lambda values. See Figure I. 
figure 2. 1t is anticipated that these space pressures will see the market increasingly move from 
XPS, EPS and mineral wools into foam board in some applications. 

It must be noted that previous experience has shown that the changes to regulation can take up to 18 
months to feed through into increased depths of insulation sold: the regulations only apply to new 
planning applications submitted beyond the implementation date. 

1.2.3 Floors 

There is a current trend away from XPS and EPS in floor applications to PIR!phenolic board. XPS 
in particular is estimated to be declining at 30% annually and it is estimated that PIRI phenolic 
board has now taken 70% of the market.[ I] [29]. Most common depth currently is 50mm, but exact 
depth required is dependant on relation between area and perimeter of floor. 
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It is expected that this market will become almost exclusively PlR!Phenolic from 2010 I 2013, as 
increasing depths of Rockwool, XPS and EPS make them impractical, with the increased cost of 
ground works to accommodate the excessive depth of insulation. This is despite wide experience in 
Europe of great depths of polystyrene being used. This maybe due to the widespread availability of 
PIR I phenolic in the UK, or differences in labour rates. 

1.2.4 Walls 

Expressed in m2, the current market would appear to be fairly evenly split between wools and 
boards, housing tending to favour the former and commercial applications the latter. [28] 

With the change in 2010 regulations, analysis indicates that the market will remain approximately 
as current, with greater depths of wools and boards used, in conjunction with suitable low U value 
blocks forming the internal wall. In cavities (the predominant wall construction method) it would 
appear cavity gaps will be able to stay at the current lOOmm. lt must be noted though that PIR 
requirement of 55 mm would either require a compromised residual air gap of 45mm, a switch to 
0.021 lambda board, or an increase in insulation elsewhere to compensate. [8] There are now some 
0.021 products on the market, whilst the norm is still 0.023 W /mK. 

With the change to 2013/16 regulations, wall construction methods will have to change. 
• Cavity wall depths will have to increase. Board will probably increase share of this market, 

as the better lambda values offer the prospect of slightly thinner walls. A 5% swing to board 
from wools is assumed in 2013 & 2016. 

o Currently, walls are 300mm deep (lOOmm brick, IOOmm block IOOmm cavity. The 
cavity is partially filled with board or partially I fully filled with glasswool. 

o 2013 cavity wall, glass wool insulated= 420mm deep, phenolic (or 211.. PIR) board 
insulated= 375mm deep 

o 2016 cavity wall, glass wool insulated= 590mm deep, phenolic (or 21A PIR) board 
insulated= 485mm deep. 

• Timber frames may become more popular to minimise overall wall depth. 
o With glass wool insulation, a twin-frame system will be required, along with 3 layers 

of insulation and wall depth in 2016 of 480mm. 
o Board insulated walls will be able to maintain a single frame system, which is likely 

to be considerably cheaper, and thinner (Overall depth, 2013 350mm, and 2016 
430mm) [8] 

1.2.5 Roofs 

Again, calculations indicate that not only insulation depths will change, but also insulation types 
and methods. 

• lofts (cold roofs) are currently almost exclusively insulated with mineral wools. This will 
continue into 2010, but a 40 lambda product will be required. Currently joists are lOOmm, 
and insulation is applied in line with these with a second layer applied at 90° across the 
joists. 200mm is the current maximum available depth, giving a limit of 300mm depth in 
total. From 2013, greater depths will be required. A third layer is not a practical proposition, 
as there will be no visible joists to stand on, so a serious safety risk for the installer. It is 
believed glass wool production lines can be modified to increase material depths beyond the 
current 200mm limit. An alternative maybe to augment the mineral wool with additional 
insulation, most likely plasterboard faced with 45mm PIR or phenolic, below the ceiling. An 
alternative would be to have no loft access, and blow sufficient depth of glass wool 
insulation in through the roof. Another alternative maybe to increase insulation elsewhere in 
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the building to compensate. In the growth model [figure 3] is assumed 50% ofthe new build 
market will go to board augmentation of the glass wool. 

• Warm roofs are gaining in popularity. With existing housing, utilising the loft is a cost 
effective method of extending living space. Similarly with new dwellings, creating attic 
rooms is a cost effective way of increasing living space with the same overall foot print, 
increasing living density. Currently the market segment is dominated by insulation board. 
From 2010, any mineral-wool based installation would need to be augmented with rigid 
board under sarking or insulated plaster board to achieve the required U value. [8] 

1.2.6 Future Growth Prospects 

Analysis of the market (Figures I, 2, 3) indicate that the board market could grow very vigorously 
in the UK. There is plenty of installed spare capacity, and the changing Building Regulations 
environment will tend to favour the board market in three ways: 

o Improved U value targets will increase depths, hence volumes sold. 
o Difficulty in meeting the requirements with the higher lambda value EPS, XPS, Glass and 

Rock wools will tend to drive the market toward more thermally and space efficient 
alternatives: PIR and Phenolic. 

o Several applications will require additional layer of insulation across rafters, joists, frames 
and walls to meet the requirement. It will not be possible to meet the requirement by 
insulating between structural elements only. For example, lofts, traditionally the domain of 
glass wool, may require a board augmentation below the ceiling from 2013, or a switch to a 

·board based warm roof system. 

Taking all these factors into account, along with the general return to growth of the market 
following recession it would indicate that the PlR I phenolic board market could grow from 
£245m in 2007 to £I bn in 2020. [Figure 3}. This is not without precedent the board market 
grew 60% from 2004 to 2007. (CAGR 16%) 

1.2.7 Dual Elements & Insulated Plasterboard 

As the regulations change, many of the insulation applications go from a single element, eg rafter 
batts, to dual elements eg rafter batts with under-sarking board. An integrated approach would 
appear to be a good route to getting materials specified on a project.(ie marketing a range of 
different insulants). The alternative would be mixed products from different manufacturers on a 
project. 

lt would also appear that the insulated plasterboard market could grow very significantly. In each of 
the above scenarios, with the planned changes in regulations, it is clear that small depths of 
additional secondary rigid insulation applied across frames, rafters, joists or facing blocks will be an 
increasingly important way to ensure that the whole system meets regulations, irrespective of 
whether the primary insulant is glass wool or board. The cold bridging of structural wood elements 
is increasingly important. The simplest and quickest way for an installer to achieve compliance 
would be to use insulated plasterboard. 

Comparison with the Insulated Panel Market 
For several years the commercial building envelope market has been gradually moving from the 'built-up· 
(inner and outer sheets of steel. with mineral wool in between) to composite (PIR core). 11 is believed the 
50150 mark was passed around 7 years ago( in m' terms) in favour of PIR composite panel. which now has 
approx 60% of the UK insulated metal cladding market. Both systems meet Building Regulatioru and 
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insurance approvals. The balance is essemially between speed and cost: composite panels are more 
expensive but faster to install with a lower labour content. As regulations change however. the pace of 
conversion to composite panels is likely to accelerate fitrther. Despite space not being an important 
consideration. PIR panels will become increasingly al/ractive as required depths are approx 50% of those 
required with a mineral wool based system. Ji<rther favouring the relative speed I cost I ease of installation 
situation.{9} 
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Figure 1: Estimated Insulation Depths Required to Meet Building Regulations for UK New Build 

u Glasswool Stonew?ol PIR Phenolic 
Approved Document L 1A: New Oewellings value Thickness A Thickness A Thickness A Thickness A 

2006 Building Target Emission Rate 20% over02 
Air Tightness 10 
Target U Value: External Wall - brick/block 0.3 85 36 85 37 40 23 35 21 
Target U Value: Floor 0.22 NA NA 105 36 65 23 60 21 
Target U Value: Roof(Warm) 0.2 200 35 200 35 100 23 90 21 
Target U Value: Roof (Cold -Attic Floor) 0.17 250 43 250 44 NA NA NA NA 
Target U Value: Flat Roof 0.25 NA NA 145 36 100 23 90 21 

2010 Building Target Emission Rate 25% over 06 
Air Tightness 5 
Target U Value: Party Wall 75-100mm 36 75-100mm 37 NA NA NA NA 
Target U Value: External Wall - brick/block 0.24 100 32 100 32 55 23 50 21 
Target U Value: Floor 0.18 NA NA 140 36 100 23 90 21 
Target U Value: Roof (Warm) 0.15 200+ 35 200+ 35 165 23 150 21 
Target U Value: Roof (Cold -Attic Floor) 0.13 300 40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Target U Value: Flat Roof 0.2 NA NA 185 36 130 23 120 21 

2013 Building Target Emission Rate 44% over06 
Air Tightness 3 
Target U Value: Party Wall 75 -100mm 36 75-100mm 37 NA NA NA NA 
Target U Value: External Wall - masonry ___ 0.15 220 32 220 32 150 23 125 21 
Target U Value: External Wall -timber frame 0.15 250 40 250 40 130 23 120 21 
Target U Value: Floor 0.15 NA NA 200 36 115 23 105 21 
Target U Value: Roof (Warm) 0.13 200+ 35 200+ 35 200 23 180 21 
Target U Value: Roof (Cold -Attic Floor) 0.1 300+ 40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Target U Value: Flat Roof 0.16 NA NA 230 36 155 23 130 21 

2016 Building Target Emission Rate 0 loss% 
Air Tightness 0 
Target U Value: External Wall- masonry 0.1 390 32 390 32 260 23 235 21 
Target U Value: External Wall -timber frame 0.1 330 32 330 32 270 23 260 21 
Target U Value: Floor 0.15 NA NA 200 36 115 23 105 21 
Target U Value: Roof(Warm) 0.1 200+ 35 200+ 35 250 23 230 21 
Target U Value: Roof (Cold -Attic Floor) 0.1 300+ 40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Target U Value: Flat Roof 0.13 NA NA 280 36 180 23 150 21 

Note: + md1cates msulat1on may need to augmented w1th board or msulated plasterboard [52] 
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Figure 3: Estimated Growth of the PIR I Phenolic Board Market 

Approx market> Average Av selli[lg Market vol 
size Value £M depth price £1m2 I growth Volume m2 Comments " 

2007 £ 245,000 000 70 £ 5.20 25.0% 47,115,385 Actual Turnovers and qrowth, estimated averaoe deQ!h and price. 
2008 £ 235,200,000 70 £ 5.00 -4.0% 47,040,000 Est turnover, depth price, decline rate 

Actual price and depths, estimate decline rate of market size based on 
2009 £ 162,288,000 70 £ 4.48 -23.0% 36,225,000 Kingspan 2009 H1 interim results. 

Assume market grows 4.5% pa. Regs change increase average depth from 
70 to 80 and 14.5% uplift mainly from extensive use of sarking board, and 

2010 £ 228,479,725 80 £ 5.27 19.6% 43,325,191 incremental share gain v EPS, XPS, MW in floors, walls and flat roofs. 
2011 £ 238,761,313 80 £ 5.27 4.5% 45,274,824 Assume market grows 4.5% pa 
2012 £ 249,505,572 80 •£ 5.27 4.5% 47,312,191 Assume market grows 4.5% pa 

Regs change increases depths used. Some migration to dual board rather 
than single thickness increases area m' sold. Combined with incremental 
gains from MW in walls and EPS/XPS in floors. Board may also start to be 
used to support GW insulated lofts. Gives +25% volume uplift overall, 

2013 £ 387,546,794 95 £ 6.26 30.8% 61,884,708 combined with 4.5% market growth. 
2014 £ 417,135,992 95 £ 6.45 4.5% 64,669,520 Assume market grows 4.5% pa 
2015 £ 448,984,325 95 £ 6.84 4.5% 67 579,848 Assume market grows 4.5% pa 

Large increase in depths due to regs change but increased use of dual 
elements keeps average depths down. 29% volume uplift due to this effect 

2016 £ 7 53 ,852,068 115 £ 8.28 34.7% 91,003,777 combined with incremental gains in walls and flat roofs. 4.5% market growth. 
2017 £ 811,408,673 115 £ 8.53 4.5% 95,098,947 Assume market orows 4.5% pa 

2018 £ 873,359,726 115 £ 8.79 4.5% 99,378,400 Assume market grows 4.5% pa 
2019 £ 940,040,741 115 £ 9.05 4.5% 103,850,428 Assume market grows 4.5% pa 
2020 £ 1,011,812,851 115 £ 9.32 4.5% 108,523,697 Assume market grows 4.5% pa 

11 is assumed that the market grows at4.5% per year, with price inflation of3% However from 2011 to 2014 price inflation is assumed 0% reflecting a possible 
•••!II••IIII!••·•~!II·••Building Regulations change 2013 and 2016. NB Experience has shown that lime lags in the market can mean that the 
Impact from step changes in building regulations are not fully felt until up to 2 years later. 

Large steps in 20 I 0, 20 13, 20 16 reflect changes to UK Building regulations. This will increase the depth of insulation used. In some cases a single thicker board will be used. In 
other cases, twin boards will be used, driving m2 sold. it will also tend to drive market share towards board, away from high-Lambda products, where excessive depths are 
required to meet regulations. 
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2.0 Current Insulation Board Suppliers 

2.1 UK Market Position 

YEAR 2008 200, 2006" 20051 2004 2007 UK Suppliers Estimated Tumowr E'OOO's, PIR & Phenolic 

'Revenue Board 

Celotex 54.195 46,036 36,573 35,606 31,877 
Kingspan 127.310 144,671 116,353 118,501 104,988 
Ecotherm 28,129 22,169 19,673 10,849 
Xtratherm cKingspan 
Quinn 
Total 218,836 175,095 173,780 147,514 mCelotex 
Growth -4.7% 25.0% 0.8% 17.8% oEcotherm 
Ballytherm 

ol<lratherm Recticel: all UK activities 48,404 49,624 49,848 54,285 
£135,000 11 Recticel 

Gross Margin 
cBallythenm Celotex 8,023 7,066 6,436 7,149 7,733 

Kingspan 35,373 27,728 28,280 27,941 11 Quinn Thenn 
Ecotherm 1,466 2,779 2,432 1,052 
Xtratherm 1,040 1,431 566 (16) 
Quinn 
Total 47,881 46,546 39,049 36,916 
Margin 21.8% 23.2% 22.4% 26.4% 2007 Market size estimate £245m. Assumptions: 
Recti eel 1,509 2,172 622 2,206 
Ballytherm 1,891 1,427 • Kingspan, T/0 adjusted down by £i0m for Styrofoam business . 

• Celotex as per published accounts 

• Ecothenn as per published accounts. Loss '07 due to new plant. 
3,669 3,412 2,999 4,189 4,888 

Kingspan 14,512 11,487 12,242 12,420 • Xtrathenn. No turnover declared. £25m figure derived from gross 

. 
' 

10 

Ecotherm (984) 984 790 302 margin and some market slats putting scale on a par with Ecothenn. 
Xtratherm (1,033) 798 (66) (227) 
Quinn 
Total 15,907 16,288 17,155 17,363 
Growth -2.2% -5.2% -1.3% 
Recticel (1,119) (1,683) (2,913) (786) 
Ball erm 837 828 
NB Red = esl figures. UK Turnover only. Celotex have August year end. 

Ballytherm includes Ireland. Recticel includes other foams. 
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UK T/0 was £10m in 2003. 

• Recticel. Assumed only 20% of2007 turnover derived from 

insulation board, as quite recent entrant into this market. 

• Ballythenn: Have UK accreditations, but distribution seems minimal 

so assume only I 0% of turnover comes to UK. 

• Quinn Group is too large & diverse to derive turnover for board 

alone. Distribution seems ve limited, so assume £1 m. 
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2.2 Technology 

C01:npc!itor Tcchnolo2.v PIR 
Kings pan • Regarded by themselves and customers as the best technology . 

• Production technology is essentially industry standard contemporary . . Equipment and raw materials suppliers believe they are not that good 
(Celotex better). Kingspan formulation more PUR than PIR. 230 index . Often move technology on by chance eg knowledge through 
acquisition, but do have great depth and breadth of skill in polymer 
engineering team. . Have ability to infinitely vary formulation to meet needs of particularly: 
density, cheaper ingredients, fire, lambda etc. . Good relationship with all accrediting bodies, industry associations etc . 
In-house test facilities I R&D labs etc. . Typical Lambda 0.023w/mK 

Celotex • Free rise technology unique to Celotex, and kept closely guarded (one 
line). Patent held by Celotex Corporation, issued in 2000 and expiring 
2018.[11] . Should give lower density, better cell structure and lambda . 

• Increases edge trim scrap considerably (<9"/o v 1.66% restrained rise) 
[12] . Other line largely standard Hennecke restrained rise technology . . Line speeds highest in the industry at 75m/min Hipchen, and 50m/min 
Hennecke. This is believed to be maximum, on thin products, actual 
average rates believed to be lower. [ 13] . Hipchen method allows foam to rise through a glass-fibre scrim with a 
nip roller. faster, flatter and no need for laminator. Makes harder to cut 
on site. 'Not good on higher depths, gives undulations' [ 14] . Suppliers regard them as the leaders: formulation high index PIR (500) . Have developed low Lambda 0.021 and Low smoke class 0 generating 
foam. Normal Lambda 0.023 

-- ·-------------
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Technology Phenolic . 
. . 
. 
. 
• 
. . . 

Significant formulation technology unique to 
Kingspan. 
Significant line technology unique to Kingspan 
Protected through secrecy I supplier agreement I 
patent. 
Acquired Kesteren who had developed low-acid 
technology. 
Currently some warranty issues with residual 
acidity and pipe corrosion. Believe no issues 
with board. 
Significant depth of experience, having worked 
on development for I 0+ years. 
Typical Lambda 0.021 
Not known: no products on market. 
Probably won't enter phenolic market as have 
low lambda I low smoke PIR technology. 
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From comparing installed maximum capacities to company published annual 
turnovers and current prices, total utilisation would appear to be currently around 
25%. This will increase to around 43% in 2013, 76% in 2016 and 91% by 2020, 
assuming no new investment in capacity. This is due to five factors: 

• Organic growth of market following recession, assumed at an average of 4.5% 
per year. 

• Regulations changes 2010/13/16 will increase average board depths. lt is 
estimated that average depth will rise to 115mm from 70mm currently, so 
slowing down lines by around 33% by 2016. 

• Regulations changes will also require additional insulation application eg 
between and under rafters, increasing the square meterage sold. 

• Increasing depths of insulation required with increased use of PIR!phenolic 
with their more favourable lambda, at the expense of glass & mineral wool 
and EPS/XPS. 

• Some board depths will begin to get a little unwieldy. Although it is easily 
possible to manufacture the required depths, it is likely to be easier to use 2 
boards, eg 2x70mm instead of I x 140mm (effectively doubling square metrage 
sold in certain applications). This would also reduce the likelihood of 
uninsulated gaps where boards meet as joints could be staggered. 

Should regulations settle out at a U value of 0.1 then 
insulation depths will tend to rise exponentially to meet the requirement This will 
tend to drive the market to lower U value products, as it will keep applied depths 
within reasonable bounds. At a 50mm depth, changing lambda makes a difference of 
only a few millimetres. However at a depth of 260mm, reducing PIR lambda value 
from 0.023 to 0.021 saves 25mm. It is assumed all PIR products will be 0.021 lambda 
from 2013. 

Celotex will probably be the first supplier to run out of line capacity and need to 
invest in additional capacity, probably by 2016. This is because of the following 
factors. 

• They currently have around 20% market share, but only 2 lines. 
• The free-rise line gives poor quality appearance at the greater depths required 

by the market, so they will probably tend to be increasingly dependant on the 
single restrained rise Hennecke line as regulations change. 

2.4 Market Position, Strengths, Weaknesses. 

2.4.1 Kingspan 

Kingspan is generally recognised by the industry as the clear market leader, not only 
in share, but also distribution, technology and understanding of the products and their 
application. To the extent (rather like 'Hoover' for vacuum cleaners) installers used to 
describe rigid foam board as 'Kingspan'. Marketing is very strong, with clear 
consistent branding. Excel at convincing specifiers to constantly use their product, so 
driving purchase at a price premium, providing user friendly technical staff, website, 
and free installation training. Back up support is first rate. Installers also regard 
product as best to use on site, giving fewest issues. 
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The company is always ready to exploit new opportunities, and not afraid to invest 
heavily in capital. 

The broadest product range, of PIR and Phenolic board, covering all specialist 
applications, eg tapered panels, alternative facings, compressive strengths etc 

Service level is very high, with short lead-times, and rapid response to out of stock 
situations or responding to a problem on site. 

Although distribution is I 00% in major outlets, weaknesses are: distribution in 
builders merchants. Perceived inflexibility in the market, especially with pricing. 

2.4.2 Celotex 

The number 2 in the market, and generally well liked and respected. Owned by 
management I investors. Have good PIR technology, seeming to run at the highest 
Indexes of any supplier. They also use some more unusual grades of chemicals. It is 
possible that their formulations may be the cheapest and with the best fire 
performance. The company now have a low Lambda value 0.021 PIR product, that 
achieves a class 0 accreditation for fire performance. This can compete directly with 
Phenolic board, and would indicate Celotex has developed the PIR technology to 
another level. Probably has a very strong Polymer Engineering skill base in house (the 
key to board manufacture) [14] 

A scrap rate is of 4% is assumed across the industry, but it is likely to be considerably 
higher with Celotex because of the free rise line. An overall estimate would be 
perhaps 7%. 

Technical support very comprehensive, but not quite as slick I user friendly as 
Kings pan. 

Broad product range. Sell the broadest range of depths from 12mm to 200mm. 

The reinforcing mesh used seems to generally make it harder to install, making it 
harder to cut and pierce the boards, but probably stronger mechanically enabling 
thinner depths and greater fire resistance. The free rise machine would also appear to 
give a poor appearance, see photo below. 

Distribution very strong in National Distributors and builders merchants. 
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-
Manufacturers websites [ 19] 

Celotex, appearance less good. 

2.5 Suppliers Position, Board v Mineral Wool 

it would appear certain market participants take a strong partisan line for their chosen 
product, and against other insulation products available. This can have a significant 
affect on specifiers, insurance and government policy. 

Kingspan strongly advocates rigid foam insulation. Foam technology is one of its 
absolute core competencies, and hence takes a highly critical view of mineral wool, 
particularly RockwooL Particular areas for attack are: [ 19] 

o Ability of mineral wool to maintain its insulation properties when it gets wet 
o Poor installation quality on site, leaving large uninsulated gaps that do not 

arise with factory produced foam elements. 
o Deterioration of insulation properties over time. 
o Strong support of PIR/Phenolic fire performance. 
o Strong support of PIR/Phenolic thermal performance. 
o Inability of mineral wool to compete at the greater depths required by future 

thermal regulations. 
o With panel particularly, speed, ease and safety of installation. 

Supporting the use of other insulation would appear to weaken its proposition. 
However in Central I Eastern Europe Kingspan markets a mineral wool composite 
panel to suit local market conditions. In the UK, the company tacitly supports the use 
of mineral wool as the most effective way to prevent cold bridging in the gaps around 
composite panels on building envelopes, eg eaves, under top hats. 
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Rockwool strongly advocate use of mineral wool, and lobby hard I advertise against 
rigid foam, particularly on fire performance. In particular they brief the industry 
against the use of polymer insulation: this does not distinguish between EPS, PU, 
PIR, Phenolic- radically different materials. The market seems unconvinced by these 
arguments, and mineral wool based systems have been overtaken (60% v 40%) now 
by foam based construction in the commercial property sector. [9] This trend would 
look to continue as new building regulations require greater depths. However in the 
shorter term, Rockwool have probably regained some market share as on-site labour 
rates have fallen, making a built up system.more attractive again._ ___ _ --~ ___ _ 

Corus and Arcelor both participate in PIR composite panel and mineral wool built
up system markets for building envelope solutions, as they recognise there is a market 
for both. Both companies supply both industries with materiaL Arcelor supply steel 
only in the UK market 

Knauf is the leading glass wool supplier in the UK They take a hard marketing line 
against polymeric board. However, they do have a foam insulation board line in 
Auxerre France, purchased in 2003 from OMS. In 2005, further expansion was 
planned [57] [ 15]. They are also believed to have expressed interest in buying 
Celotex-& 53] 

2.6 Worldwide Capacity 

Until recently, the worldwide polyurethane industry was supplied almost exclusively 
by 4 machinery manufacturers, Hennecke, OMS, PUMA and Siempelkamp. New 
suppliers are now appearing in China (copying European designs) but it is fair to 
assume 90%+ of worldwide capacity has been installed by the top 4. Just taking into 
account what they have installed over the last 20 years shows: 

• There are 349 double-belt board and panel lines world wide. 
• 331 use polyurethane (PURIPIR) 
• 8 are dedicated to phenolic foam board I paneL 
• I 0 are dedicated to mineral wooL 
• 92 are dedicated to PU insulation board. 
• 236 are dedicated to PU metal faced sandwich panels (roof, wall, door, floor) 
• 9 do both PU board and paneL 
• 127 are outside the EU. This area is growing the fastest 
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3.0 The Product 

3.1 PIR, Phenolic and Glass Wool Properties Compared 

PROPERTIES :P,henolic Rigid Board PIR Rigid Board Glass wool 
Lambda With a thermal conductivity of0.020- Thermal conductivity of0.021-0.028 Lambda 0.032 -0.044 W/m·K range. 

0.023 W/m-K rigid phenolic insulation WlmK, approx 10% inferior to 
is the most thermally efficient insulation phenolic. 
product commonly available. 

Depth Utilises the thinnest possible insulation Slightly thicker than phenolic for a given Between 50 and I 00% greater depth for a 
board to achieve required U-values; U value. given U value. 

Residual air gap Under N HBC I Zurich warranty must Under NHBC I Zurich warranty must Can be full fill cavity, but where 
have 50mm air gap • have 50mm air gap. Where these do Partial fill is required (approx 20% of 

not apply, can be 25mm. UK, driving rain) will require cavity 
to be made larger, or switch to board, 
or render exterior of wall. 

Fire Performance Achieves BS476 Class I and Achieves the required fire Achieves A !I A2 dO 
Achieves a Class 0 fire rating to the performance for the intended 
Building Regulations I 'low risk' in application. Achieves BS4 76 Class I 
Scotland. Euro class B, sI, dO fire rating. Euro class B-C, s2, dO 

Smoke generation Under UK national regs, Achieves the Achieves Euro class s2 Minimal smoke generation, classed as sO. 
best possible rating of <5% smoke 
obscuration when tested to BS 5111: 
Part I: 1974; Euro class sI 

Acoustic As a solid, little attenuation of sound As a solid, little attenuation of sound Believed to attenuate sound well, but hard 

energy. No data available. energy. Little data available. to fully quantify. c4dB reduction when 
30mm GW & PlR compared. 

Moisture ingress Closed cell structure, but will absorb Closed cell structure resists both Open cell material. Can result in reduced 
water where unfaced. Water uptake is moisture and water vapour ingress. thermal performance in damp I wet 

<2.5% by volume when submerged Water uptake <0.1% by volume. Does not conditions. Can be treated to improve 

without facings, but can increase weight wick up. moisture resistance. 

by up to 6 times. 

Air movement Rigid, closed cell: Unaffected by air Rigid, closed cell: Unaffected by air Open cell material. Air movement can 

movement movement reduce thermal performance. 
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Lifespan Provides reliable long term thermal Provides reliable long term thermal Provides reliable long term thermal 

performance over the lifetime of the performance over the lifetime of the performance over the lifetime of the 
building, anticipated at 50 years+ building, anticipated at 50 years+ building, anticipated at 50 years+ 

Transportation Approximately 50% lower volume U for U, Approximately 50% lower volume U for Smaller pallets. Can get 8: I compression 
but not compressible. U, but not compressible factor, therefore up to 4x lower transport 

cost, for a given U val. 
Site handling HSE make no reference to hazards HSE make no reference to hazards HSE recognises that MMM fibres can 

associated with Phenolic dust. No associated with PIR dust. No specific irritate skin, throat, respiratory system and 

specific safety precautions required safety precautions required eyes. Gloves and face masks 
recommended by UK HSE. [551 

Ease of fitting Good for open areas. In contlned spaces, Good for open areas In confined spaces, Good for confined spaces. 
uninsulatedgaQS can remain. uninsulated Raps can remain. 

Corrosion Can reach pH of less than 3 (acidic) in lab No known corrosion issue. pH neutral. No known corrosion issue, but can entrap 
tests in tap water. Can contribute to moisture. 
corrosion of metals. 

Wet weather I flood Does not significantly affect performance if Does not affect performance. Resilient in Open cell. Water uptake signitlcantly 
foil faced. Make take time to dry out after a flood situation. reduces insulation properties. Needs to be 
pro longed flood. covered during installation or storage. 

Takes a long time to dry out. May need to 
be replaced after a flood 

Collapse Will not sag, slump or collapse over time. Will not sag, slump or collapse over time. Can tend to slump in non filled cavities. 
Sags over time, unless suitably supported. 

Cost effectiveness Around 60% more expensive than PIR - Around 50% cheaper per m- than PlR for 
depth for depth. similar U value 

ODP Zero Ozone Depletion Potential. CFCIHCFC-free with zero Ozone Zero Ozone Depletion Potential. 
Depletion Potential (ODP). 

GWP CFC/HCFC-free. The global warming CFCIHCFC-free. The global warming Zero. 
potential (GWP) of PIR is 3, earning it a potential (GWP) of PIR is 3, earning it a 
'low GWP' classification. 'low GWP' classification. 

BREEAM I Green Not rated currently. Board A rated. Celotex A+ rated. (panels Majority A+ rated, some A rated. 
guide ratings. also achieve A+) 

• Insulation board used in a cavity require a minimum of25nun clear or 50mm clear ifNHBC [80% of market] or Zurich insurance are providing a warranty, or if the site is 
considered unduly exposed by the Local Authority, ie virtually every application. (Celotex website) 
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3.2 Background and properties of boards 

3.2.1. Foam types 

There are three types of foam currently being used. PURIPIR and phenolic. All are 
'closed cell', where the closed cells give the insulation properties, and make the 
product resistant to absorption of water etc. The cells are actually usually full of 
blowing agent and coz. All three are thermoset as opposed to thermoplastic. This 
means they form an irreversible strongly cross-linked polymer. lt cannot be melted 
with heat or recycled by reprocessing. 

The foams are very stable over time. They are largely inert and do not really react 
with materials they would commonly come into contact with in situ. Foam largely 
encapsulated within facings has essentially an infinite life-span. The longest lasting 
and least reactive of all is Phenolic. 

One of the key selling points of foams is that their lambda values remain stable 
overtime in service. This is used as a marketing differentiator from mineral wools 
where insulation properties can deteriorate through moisture ingress etc. 

3.2.2 Lambda Values 

Phenolic: Kingspan K7: thermal conductivity of 0.021-0.024 W/m.K. 0.021 above 
45mm depth. 

PIR: Kingspan TP!O: thermal conductivity of0.023 W/m.K, Same as Celotex. There 
are 0.021 lambda products on the market. 

PIR Lambda values quoted are generally accelerated aged an elevated temperature, 
until Lambda decline has stabilised. At this point they are then generally very stable, 
only changing very slightly over the next 50+ years, hence expected lifespan of the 
material generally quoted as in excess of 50 years. When the material is fresh, lambda 
can be as low as 0.018W/m/K. 

Accelerated K-Value Phenolic Foam@ 70"C 

0.025 

1--<>-K-Value! 

Si!' 0.02 L E 
0.015 ~ 

!! 0.01 

+--------------------------·-----

J 
il; 0.005 

0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Time (weeks) 

Phenolic aging of Lambda (K). PIR similar. Tends to stabilise after 26 weeks on test. [2]. PIR 
similar, stabilises after approx 8-12 weeks.[ 53] 
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3.2.3 History 

The first generation foams were PUR based. These are very easy to process, but the 
fire properties are relatively poor. Raw material costs are similar to PIR. They have 
now been largely eclipsed by PIR in continuous manufacture applications. The ease of 
process ability means PUR is still the material of choice in discontinuous blowing 
applications, eg fridges, car dashboards etc. 

The second generation of foams are PIR. Initially market acceptance of the fire 
benefits of PIR were slow, and suppliers were slow to move over to PIR manufacture 
.as processing is more tricky. However, particularly after the 9/11 attacks in New 
York, the market became much more interested in fire performance, driven largely by 
the insurance industry. In particular with panels, having American FM (Factory 
Mutual) insurance accreditation for building envelopes, which only PIR can achieve, 
drove a full switch to PI R in FM accredited territories. 

The third generation of foams are Phenolics. They have I 0% better lambda values 
than PIR, so the products are correspondingly marginally thinner, but currently cost 
around 60%-70% more to make, due principally to higher density and more difficult 
processing at only 30-40% of line speed of PIR. Fire performance is better, 
particularly smoke generation when subjected to flame. Total smoke release is about 
90% less than PIR. 

3.2.4 Outlook 

There would appear to be more development potential in PIR. Although a well 
developed technology, a lot of development time is still being invested by the 
different manufacturers including Kingspan, and it is reasonable to assume that 
densities will probably fall another 10% (majority of cost of product is foam). 
Lambda values would improve by another I 0%, and fire performance will 
incrementally improve too. The limiting factor is the conductivity of the gas in the 
cells. Pentane has a lambda of 0.013 approx, so there is still plenty of scope for 
reduction in the overall foam system. 

Phenolics is still in its development phase. lt is now being used for board by Kingspan 
and Xtratherm. There is some use in cold-store panels. Development is currently 
underway for building envelope panels, but not all the obstacles have been overcome 
yet There are problems with corrosion in use that have not been fully overcome yet. 

The key driver will probably be specifiers, insurance companies etc. They will want 
'to specify the 'best available technology' to construct their buildings, and reduce their 
fire risk liabilities. The circa 60% higher price is probably not a big consideration as 
the insulant is a small percentage of the overall cost of constructing a building. 
However, where Phenolic is not specified, installers will use the cheapest, most 
convenient material that meets the relevant building regulations, so PIR will probably 
continue to be common for the foreseeable future, unless building fire regulations 
change to mean Phenolic I mineral wool become mandatory. It is possible that the 
cost will come down over time as more chemical suppliers come into the market, and 
the board manufacturers master the technology. 
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it must however be born in mind that whilst phenolic is about l 0% of the UK market, 
world-wide, the market penetration is a lot lower. From studying the top 3 line 
manufacturers reference lists, only 8 of the 288 continuous board I panel lines 
supplied world wide have phenolic capability. In total there will be in excess of 300 
continuous polyurethane foaming lines world-wide. 

Changes to 2013 and 2016 thermal building regulations will probably tend to favour 
the insulation products with the lowest lambda value, as this will keep overall 
insulation depths to a minimum. lt would appear the lambda value of glass wool 
plateaus at 0.032 W/m.K, so the market may tend to move more towards PIRJphenolic 
based solutions. 

3.3 Polyurethane 

Polyurethane is used extensively in the home, in: bedding, upholstery, footwear, 
paints, packaging and fabrics. In construction: insulation, simulated wood; industrial 
applications such as print rollers and extensively in automotive: interiors, dashboards, 
seats, door panels etc. It is also the principle material used to construct and insulate 
refrigerators, freezers and cold stores in domestic, industrial, commercial and road 
transport applications. 

The polyurethane industry is large and influential, supplied and supported by some of 
the world's largest chemical companies: BASF; Bayer; Dow; Huntsman etc. Not only 
are there are in excess of 330 continuous lines world wide, and a vast number of 
discontinuous foaming operations, but PUR foams are present in virtually every 
refrigerator and car on the planet. 

Polyurethane was first used in the 1950's, with PUR and PIR rigid foams being 
invented in the late 1960's. 

RIM oolld pleatle• 

print rollera 

fabric coatings an<t ayntt'Httlc flbora 

v•hh::lo t~KI• and other exterior parts 

rootwoar outsolea 
e.lmulated wood HJghO.naily 

Fo.m.s 400 kglm1 
footwear midaol•a lnhgral skin tom 

for vehicle lnttlrlora 

high re.Uienc.y foam 
LowO.nalty for b+ddlng and upholatary lnaul.ation foam 

Foama 6 kglm3 

pae-kag:tng 
foam 

""'"'"" -·· flexible semi-rigid nold 

[14] 
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3.4 PUR: Polyurethane Foam 

This is first generation rigid closed cell foam. ll is easy to process, having wide set-up 
tolerance bands, and gives good adherence to most facing types, and few issues post 
cure. 1t is still used extensively in refrigeration, automotive and some construction 
insulation plants in Europe. Its fire performance is relatively poor, and has not 
generally been used in construction or building insulation applications in the UK in 
the last 5 to 8 years. It has been essentially eclipsed by PIR. 

3.5 PIR: Polyisocyanurate Foam 120,21,221 

This is the most commonly used foam in construction applications in the UK, and 
probably world wide. The fire performance is better than PUR. When exposed to 
flame, it will burn a little, forming a protective char layer that then protects the 
remainder of the material. (lrdoel):ho.w.e:v.er-smoKe-consii:lern15ly"i:lilling:i.nitial:-exposureJ> 
to;:naJreO:flamcli'lmportantly, once the char layer forms, it burns very slowly, with low 
·overall heat release, and it~JWm::i!X"durin&-a-~ so will take a 
long time to collapse if used in a roof, for example. 

2rocessing::;is.:=more.:;;;.diffic.YH:l:.tbam::P.I:Ifu Lay-down set up parameters, material 
specifications etc need to be very carefully controlled to ensure satisfactory 
processing. Some skill is required to ensure that lab observed performance aligns withl 
the requirements of the manufacturing process. A key attribute is the foam rise profile 
v time. The 'cup test' shown below is typical: the key point in board manufacture is to 
ensure the foam rises to meet the top foil laminate when the foam is at its most tacky. 
The reaction profile can be modified by varying the chemical blend. 

® 
Typical cup test. Rise must be timed to touch top substrate at 'tack time' when loam is at its 
most adhesive. 
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3.5.1 Polyurethane Foam Chemistry 

The production of rigid polyurethane foam requires two main liquid components - a 
polyol and a polyisocyanate and also a blowing agent. The blowing agent is usually 
added to the polyol stream together with further auxiliary components such as 
activators (reaction accelerators), foam stabilizers and flame retardants. The 
polyaddition reaction that takes place when the polyol and polyisocyanate are mixed 
together results in macromolecules with urethane structures (polyuretltanes). 

During the reaction a considerable amount of heat is released which is used partly to 
evaporate readily volatile liquids (blowing agents). As a result, the reaction mix is 
expanded to form a foam. A small quantity of water is normally added to the polyol. 
The water reacts with the polyisocyanate to form polyurea and carbon dioxide, which 
serves as a eo-blowing agent but can also be the sole blowing agent. Some of the 
carbon dioxide ends up trapped in the cells, along with the blowing agent. 

OCN-R-NCO + HO-R·-oH 

polyisocyanata potyol 

--C-N-R-N-C-0-R·-o·-
11 I I 11 
0 H H 0 

polyurethane 

Fig. l: Polyurethane reaction formula 

polyisocyanate water polyisocyanate 

OCN-R-NCO + 2 HOH + OCN...:.R-NCO 

-·-N-R-N-C-N-R-N-C-·-· + 2 C02 t 
H H 11 H H 11 

0 0 

polyurea 

Fig. 2: Polyurethane/water reaction 

carbon 
dioxide 

In the presence of certain activators, isocyanates can react with one another to fonn 
macromolecules with isocyanurate structures (polyisocyanurate =PJR). Reactions 
between isocyanates and polyols and isocyanates can take place simultaneously or in 
direct succession, forming macromolecules with urethane and isocyanurate structures 
(PJR-PUR). An excess of iso is required to enable the reaction to take place. Rigid 
polyisocyanurate-polyurethane foams perform better in a fire. 
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polyisocyanate 

Fig. 3: Reaction ofpolyisocyanates in the presence oftrimerization catalysts 

Nucleation 
First gas 
bubbles 

Gas bubbles 
grow 

Densest packing 
of spherical cells 

Polyhedral 
cells 

Fig 4 A small quantity of air added to the mix acts as a nucleant for the closed cells. 

Fig 5 Closed cell structure gives the foam excellent thermal and mechanical 
properties. 
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3.5.2 Polyurethane Index 

The index gives the ratio of the amount ofisocyanate used in practice to react with all 
the Polyol present, expressed as a percentage. An index of I 00 means all the iso has 
reacted with all the polyol, (stochiometric reaction) and the substance is fully cross 
linked. With indices over 100, the substance is "over-cross linked". The index must 
not fall below I 00, otherwise the foam will shrink. Rigid PUR foam is usually 
produced with indices ranging from 105 to 130 and PIR foam with indices ranging 
from 180 to 500. Due to differing molecular weights and chemical reactivities, an 
index of 400 is required to give a 50/50 split of PUR and PIR in the foam structure. 

A Typical PIR composition by weight: 

~ 

• 64% Isocyanate: polymeric MD!. 
• 27% Polyol polyester (or blend with some polyether polyol) 
• I% Catalyst: a trimerisation catalyst package. 
·• I% Flame retardant package. 
• <1% Surfactant: a silicone surfactant package to stabilise the foam. 
• <1% Water 
·• 7% Pentane (more actually used, but some flashes off during 

manufacture) 

9:5:3 Raw materials 

3.5.3.1 Polyols 

Polyols are viscous liquids, the characteristic chemical feature of which is hydroxyl 
(OH)-groups based on oxygen and hydrogen. These react with isocyanate groups of 
the polyisocyanate to form urethane groups. A distinction is made between 
polyether and polyester polyols. /folyethq:po_!yols-are.:genetally::easier#~ 
Miilst":"at:Q!lliltic;pcil}@_p~yols:tensttO::gi~re.peff~ith"!ihelr·liard;10 
di.enzene-ring·structure)'Sometimes a blend of the two types is used. 

3.5.3.2 Polyisocyanates 

Chemical compounds with isocyanate groups (NCO-) as functional groups are known 
as isocyanates. lsocyanate groups are based on nitrogen, carbon and oxygen. 
Isocyanates based on MD/ (=methylene diphenylene diisocyanate) are used almost 
exclusively for producing polyurethane foam. Often these are mixtures of MDI 
(mainly 4,4'-diisocyanato-diphenylmethane with an isomeric 2,4'-diisocyanato
diphenylmethane content) and higher molecular components. As a molecular unit is 
repeated in the structure of these higher molecular components, the isocyanate mix is 
also called polymeric MDI (PMDI) or MDI polymer. The increased number of NCO 
groups available to react improves the PIR index. 

3.5.3.3 Blowing agents 

The blowing agent is ideally "l!::tlQ.w.::b"oiling.::;poifit:::;T~tb:::a::::lew-therm&r' 
l'!.olll:h.J.cfu!:i.~an<t.solubldn·the:liquid~foam, but not dissolve in the polyurethane foam 
produced. 
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The chlorotluorocarbon (CFC) 11 (monofluorotrichloromethane) which was used for 
a long time met most of these criteria excellently but gave reason for concern from an 
ecological viewpoint. The global warming potential (GWP) of CFC ll and its 
potential to damage the ozone layer of the stratosphere (ODP = ozone depletion 
potential) led to the decision to discontinue use (Montreal Protocol of 1987). 

Hydrogen chlorofluorocarbons (H-CFCs) and hydrogenfluorocarbons (H-FCs) 
were next used instead of CFC 11, principally 141 b. Again this was phased out due to 
ecological reasons, and the industry moved to H::EC.245fa.and.36i!llfc,-.Jilley;per-f@Tm"' )I 
l:.!l~ite.-.w.ell:as:blow.ing;=agents;::_aml=aFe»r-easonabl;y--wund:fmm~an:ecological:point::of.,. 
&;le\'\f.:butare:retllt!Mel.~~t'thls"reason;<the..-w!m·h~::lndustr-y~has::mo:v.ed:o.v.er ... 
to:pentane;-w.hich:is:essentlally;6:times-cheaper> 

Pentanes (typically: n-, cyclo- and iso-pentane) are highly flammable liquids, the 
vapours of which form explosive mixtures with air. When they are used as blowing 
agents, certain safety precautions have to be taken with corresponding capital 
expenditure and safe systems of work. The different grades have different properties, 
costs and process-abilities. Sometimes a blend is used. Its flammability actually 
means it makes the fire performance of the foam slightly worse than the alternative 
CFC-free blowing agents such as '365'. 

The cells of the foam end up filled with pentane and carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide 
is soluble in polyurethane and therefore escapes from the foam cells by diffusion if 
the foam is not made diffusion-tight. As a result of the falling gas pressure in the cell 
the foam can shrink, and get back filled with air, so lambda value falls. IEOil::flll::i.ngs 

"are:a:key.:-element=te•prevent=<lt:graclafi~f-laml5da:ov.et:tlin:e:::s> 

llDwlng "ll"nl ~ 

CfC11 CO,F 
H-CFC 22 D!Cif, 

11-CfC 14lb Dt,-co,F 
11-CfC 142b Cll,-caF, 
H·FC 134a Cll,f-{:F, 
H·FC 152a CH,-OiF, 

Mol 
weight 

137.4 

86.5 

117.0 

100.5 

102.0 

86.0 

Bolllng 
poinl 
•c 

23.7 

-40.8 

32.0 

-9.2 

-21!.3 

-24.7 

Flammablily OOP 

0.055 

llammabla 0.11 

llammabla 0.065 

llamm.able 

Thermal--
GWI' ducUvfty (gas) 

ml!lm • K 

8.5 (25"C) 

0.36 10.8(25"C) 

0.12 10.1(25"Cl 

0.42 12.9(25"C) 

0.25 13.7(25"C) 

0.03 14.3(25"C) 

H·FC 245!a Cf~2~, 134.0 15.3 0.24 13.0 12S•C) 

IHC 365mfc Cf~,-CfA 148.0 40.2 llamm.able o 0.21 10.6 (25"C) 

:n'l'elltanec~= =c,H;;::= =7.z.o:;:;: =36:0';:;:. =namnciJilii:::o :;:;::·o= =-o:00044=: ~:.t4:o·I2S:Cl~ ·-•·= =c;H;·r"'" =no= =zs:o:"- '"nam~=o-:"'"' "'D.lliili37·'' :·.--.13:6'(25-Q"" 
'c-'i'entane=i='-'~c,H;;=""' =;o:o= -=49.0=Filamrnable·= =o:::.~ ::o:0004:.:: ·::c12:4:125'CPC 

oo, eo, 44.0 -78.5 o o.ooo1s 1e.o 12s"Cl 
sublimated 

GWP definition: potential to heat up atmosphere, relative lo C02. Therefore. products containing 
pentane are classed as 3 approx. 

3.5.3.4 Catalyst Activators 

Most polyols and polyisocyanates only react with one another at a moderate rate at 
room temperature. The same is true for the reaction of polyisocyanate with water, so 
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accelerators (activators) are added to the reaction mix. These are usually tertiary ~ 
amines, organo-tin compounds or alkali salts of aliphatic carboxylic acids which 
particularly promote isocyanurate formation. The best known products are 
triethylamine, dimethylcyclohexylamine, dibutyltin dilaurate and potassium acetate. 
Some of the individual compounds from the large number of activators have very 
different effects on the reactions described. This can be used to control the progress of 
the reaction and foaming according to requirements. 

3.5.3.5 Foam stabilizers 

The foam which forms as a result of the developing or evaporating blowing agent is 
usually unstable and would collapse if the reaction continued without the addition of 
foam stabilizers. ·~i,lioon..cmnp.o.u.uds (polyether polysiloxanes) which have a 
surface-active effect are used almost exclusively as foam stabilizers, but also function 
as emulsifiers. Foam stabilizers regulate the foam structure, the open- and closed-cell 
character and the cell size and therefore have a substantial influence on the foam 
properties. 

3.5.3.6 Flame retardants 

Polyurethanes are organic compounds and, as such, are flammable. In order to delay 
their ignition and reduce the spread of the flames, an appropriate chemical structure 
and the addition of flame retarding components are required. As already mentioned, 
aromatic polyester polyols and polyisocyanurate (PIR) structures, for example, 
contribute to fire safety. The use of halogen-containing polyols is also usual. Non
reactive additives are trialkyl, trishalogen alkyl and triaryl phosphates. Triethyl 
phosphate, tris-chlorisopropyl phosphate and diphenylcresyl phosphate are typical 
examples. 

3.5.4 System v Self Formulation 

Where a 'system' is purchased, there are three basic elements that come together and 
are mixed immediately prior to the laydown: MDI; Polyol blend; Blowing agent. 
There will generally be several different polyol blends for given product depths and 
line speeds. By opting for a 'system', a turn-key package is supplied by one of the 
large chemical manufacturers, and the formulation is essentially their intellectual 
property. 

The advantage this gives is that: 
• The formulation is 'tried and tested' in similar applications elsewhere. 

It is not necessary to employ specialised polymer engineering resource. 
All technical support is provided as part of the purchase price of the chemical 
blend. This is backed up by the resources of large international chemical 
manufacturers. 

The downside however, is a loss of control and higher cost. 
Where individual elements are used, much more control can be exercised. 

• Control I reduction of density is a critical parameter as it dictates cost per 
metre. 
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Change of formulation to use cheaper components. 
Control of mix to influence product behaviour eg fire performance, stick, cure 
time, line speed etc. 
New ideas I breakthroughs etc can be kept confidential from the material 
suppliers. 

Often new manufacturers will employ experienced polymer engineers, but start 
initially with a purchased system. This represents the quickest and lowest risk means 
or entering the market, albeit at a unit cost premium. Once staff are trained and 
experienced in how to run the line, and the complexities of foam laydown are 
mastered, generally manufacturers will then develop and test their own formulations, 
and move over to self blend when confidence is reached. 

3.5.5 Key Quality issues PIR: what can go wrong. 

• Adhesion. Careful control of temperatures, pressures, flow rates, surface 
contamination etc is critical to ensure foam cures with a good bond to facings. 

• Blister. Similar to delamination, blister can result from the same issues and 
causes a local delamination to occur, forming a pocket of gas at the surface of 
the foam that creates a bulge on the board I panel surface. Often occurs when 
surface is exposed to a build up ofheat eg in sunlight. 

• Collapse. With PIR, the challenge is to maintain good structural performance 
at the lowest possible foam density. If taken too far, the foam can collapse 
when cured, shrinking significantly, or have very low compressive strength in 
service. The early sign is slightly 'V' shaped cut edges. 

• Surface appearance. Many features can appear in the surface of the board, 
such as indentations, and with high-speed stream laydown, knit lines, where 
one stream has not fully knitted to the next, giving a 'ploughed field' 
appearance to the surface. 

• Warp. Careful control of thermal shock, and wrapping of the material is 
needed after processing to prevent boards bowing along their length or across 
their width, or picking up witness marks from standing on an uneven surface 
for a length of time. Alternate boards can be turned to help counteract warp 
tendency. 

• Underfill I overfill. Line speed has to be matched absolutely precisely with 
chemical flow rate. Underfill generally leads to poor finish on rise-to face and 
insufficient depth I collapse. Slight overfill is OK, but significant overfill can 
cause poor adhesion and collapse. Overfill is evidenced by a slight darkening 
of the foam. 

• Voids. Where chemicals have not mixed properly, or there has been a slight 
blockage in the dispense nozzles, or an excess of blowing agent, gaps can 
appear in the foam, especially visible at the cut faces. 

• Foil issues. Principally creases, tears, foil tracking across and bunching on one 
side. 

• Good side: The appearance of the rise-from face is generally always better 
than the rise-to face, as the foam surface is smoother. 
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3.6 Phenolic 

Phenolic has gained about 10% market share in rigid insulation board market. lt is a 
newer technology, and has not been widely adopted yet. lt has excellent insulation, 
and fire retardancy properties, in particular txeates:-a-:IQ.~;sl'ilQ.k&. It can be used in 
approx 10% thinner depths for a given R value than PlR. lt is the most thermally 
efficient insulant commercially available. lt is more difficult to process than PIR, and 
a high degree of expertise is required. There are currently very few polymer engineers 
in the UK with sufficient knowledge to do this, probably about 5. There are Board 
products on the market from Kingspan, and Xtratherm are planning their launch in 
September 2009. Kingspan is planning a panel product, but this is not yet ready for 
launch, suffering delamination issues. 

Products made from phenolic resins are heavily cross linked, and very stable at high 
temperature. Typical applications include Bakelite type products: electrical insulators, 
saucepan handles, Tufuol etc, use in refractory binders in steel making. It is also the 
principle binder in glass and rock wool manufacture. 

Phenolic foam also has a large share of the technical insulation market eg pipes and 
ductwork, lt has a much lower 
Lambda value, but ~&att:ollly.:be;.usea:fo.r:te.mp.e.ra.tur:es·up:to::t302G:> Other applications 
include slab stock, discontinuous panel manufacture, injected in situ, mine infill and 
other applications, where its inert nature, insulation properties and fire retardancy are 
important. 

Phenolic foam was first commercialised by Koppers in the USA as a building insulant 
in 1980, know as Exeltherm Xtra. lt was sold on its excellent thermal and fire 
properties, and also there was a national shortage of alternative polyurethane foams. it 
was withdrawn by Schuller, in 1992 who purchased the business, after issues with 
corrosion of steel roof decking in industrial and commercial applications. The issue 
led to many claims, some that are still progressing today. The key issue was where 
there was a slight leak, or insulation facing damage. The ensuing moisture build up, 
created an acidic situation that caused rapid corrosion of the roof deck.[23] This was 
not helped by the tendency of phenolic foams to take up and retain moisture. 

Phenolic foam is made from liquid resole phenolic resin, surfactant, an acid catalyst 
and a blowing agent. ·A:ftet:foaii'ii1'iifime:~n-a-continuous-II!iii;;unTiie:ruw, 
t$.ess_w.ater.-neooS:W::~dtiV.eil-oif .. (:approK-I.:O%);:-ar.::ru:cete:Yatoo..tempemtur-e-of3> 

<C60~C:C&.Xt0:2:"days~ 

3.6.1 Resin. 

The liquid resole is formed from reacting phenol with formaldehyde in approximate 
ratio I :2 by molecular weight. The reaction is done in the presence of a catalyst such 
as sodium hydroxide to yield low levels of free phenol or formaldehyde in the 
resultant resole. Solids content is about 80%, with free water content of 5-I 0%. There 
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is also still some free phenol I formaldehyde remaining. Shelf life of the resin is I 
limited, typically 2-3 weeks at 25degC for example. Essentially, if left at a warmish 
temperature, the resin will fully cross link into a solid, and become unprocessable. 

3.6.2 Surfactant 

The resin usually comes with a small quantity of surfactant pre-added. Nonionic and 
.silicon based surfactants are normally used at an addition rate of 1-5%. The surfactant 
reduces the surface tension of the resin formulation to enable the blowing agent to 
work, and subsequently stabilise the foam to yield a fine cell structure, >90% closed., 
critical for insulation and strength, and minimising water uptake. Additional foam 
stabilisers can also be added to the supplied resin. 

3.6.3 Catalyst 

IEltw!ited:-twnperatl!t~ tc8Q9C) and moderately strong sulphonic acids are used to 
catalyse the cross-linking reaction and promote foaming. Around I 0-12% acid is 
added by weight. Exceeding this figure can speed up the reaction, enabling the line to 
run faster, but can leave the finished foam acidic. 

Previously sulphuric and hydrochloric acid were used (Eg by Koppers) resulting in 
poor corrosion performance with the finished product in service. Using some 
phosphoric acid can be beneficial as it is not corrosive and improves flame 
performance. lt is believed more advanced catalyst packages based on a number of 1 
less common acids are being developed to improve corrosion performance further, 
using esorcinol novolak, diethylene glycol, xylene/toluene sulphonic acid to end up 
with an acid free product. 

3.6.4 Blowing agent 

~tan~rR:;J J4.~J H f C::... A 

3.6.5 Corrosion 

•••••• lab tests have demonstrated that samples of Phenolic resin placed in 
tap water will reduce the pH to less than 3 (quite acidic) within 48 hours. Although 
there is not a direct link between pH and corrosion, below pH 4, the passivating 
corrosion layer on mild steel can dissolve, allowing the rate of acidic corrosion to 
increase. If chlorides are also present, the rate of corrosion of steel will accelerate 
considerably at a low pH. [24,25] The problem is exacerbated by the ability of 
phenolic to absorb water, and not give it up easily. Where there are dissimilar metals 
in close proximity and available water, a galvanic corrosion cell can be created. 

In the initial introduction of Phenolic insulation in 1980 in the USA {Koppers} 
resulted in severe corrosion of steel decks. [23] This was traced to the strong mineral 
acids used to catalyse the phenolic resin to produce the foam. lt appears the catalyst 
acid leeched out, in the presence of water and corroded steel roof decking. The 11 
products were withdrawn from the market in 1992. Since then, low-acid technology 
has been developed by TCB, Kesteren [26] and acquired by Kingspan, using less 
aggressive organic acids. [2] 
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According to the resin supplier Hex ion, residual corrosion is only an issue currently if 
too much acid is used in the reaction (to increase rate of reaction and line speed). 
Where only approx I 0/12% is used, "residual acidity is not an issue". However, 
%ingspa.fubaY.e::.w.arrnnt·y:Girums-curren~ly:w:iU~t:lo-pipe.cotr6Sion::in:tlre:fiel(titl" 
<i~lie.v.ed::tnis-may-have-l5een-fmm-using-too..muCli-acia:rccc~atalY.S:e:the-reactionll' 
faster.;:to;enable:an:i~ii1-line·s~~ 

It would tend to indicate, unless Kingspan or others have developed corrosion 
inhibiting technology, P.henolic-insulation:slro.uld:no.t:b:.e.:.us:e:diu-h~c.and~P 
~pron:e:.to=:cona~in:llie..pr.esence.ef-metal~ero-it::ge~htsay.;:;aftCI:a 
•leak>):it=weuld,.indicate..-thar-it~d:tmeme¥oo::and:rejii~;:;rt-w;;rn.la'-appear-tl1i!' 
«th·e::facii'ig"isotver-y-•mpeftant~te;:lin:fltlilnbtsrure:uptak'e:anrupto:v.i:d.e:a::cl)r.rosion-:15amer.'="' 

·ln;:::;m'5Ana1=-derneshc-applicafions;-tfie""potential-furacceleratoo~ien-is:::not:::a .. 
.signifi'c-ant=IS"SU<:~ow-6vcr.:it"''nay:::b<:-::a:::r:isk=in=cOIDDlg.cjal-am:llicatiens;.rparticular.l¥ 
'WiUi·steel:frnmes;-d~ing;::::pipes-aM-GiiGtS? 

3.6.6 Water uptake. 

···~~~lab tests have shown that water;uptake·can·be·an•issue~withJJheneligt 
Whilst El:R::aBsoros-a'ver-y-slnall:quantiey::ef-water-(less~llian-O.~l%;:hy.:;yolu.J.Jmt;andP 
giv.es:rit:::up;again:qui~ phenolic behaves quite differently. After 3 days submerged 
in lap water, an unfaced sample had absorbed 102;'4$"0-w.ater.::hY."WO\.!!m9, a staggering 
·600%oo;incre!!Se::ey-weigli'&lt=dri.!:S.:;9Jll:::.!!g!Lin~.IY.-slowl:~~. This is clearly a cause for 
concern with the leeching eut of acids, producing a damp acidic environment 
potentially creating argalvanic-eQITQ.Sien-scenario. 

This would appear to run counter to manufacturers claims that it is water resistant.' 
However this was a submerged test which is unlikely to happen in practice. The 
facings will protect the material to a certain extent. It is not believed to actually 'wick
up' water to any great extent. 

3.6.7 Other Quality Issues 

Densities are usually in the range 32 to 50kg!m3 There are issues associated with 
phenolic at lew densities of shrinkage, crushing, fiiability, warp etc. Kingspan seem 
to have kept these issues reasonably in check at 35kg!m3

, (PlR runs at about 30kg!m3
) 

but higlier-densiiies-(<il+Okg/.m:)::;m::,:P.robabcyzadxisable-:if.,.better-~-e.J1tation::and 
·Io:w.er..::risk::is::requiredi=Gettiug;;the::materiaJ:!:to-.::actu<illY.::Stick-te-faeings.:can::be:::all' 
problem;too;::patticu.lar.l~:at:lower.tlensiti .. ~.;:!!lli!zi!b:steel:fuc.ings_;p 

Water has to be driven off post lamination. As the phenolic resin is aqueous, there is 
an excess ef water left in the board. This usually takes l::::to-:2::::day.:s::at:an:ele:v.ate:d)' 
temperat'iire:Oft.!.i!!s. If this is not dene cerrectly, the boards can warp and shrink 
badly at a later stage. 

•r<rial5iltt·y;.ean.,Oe;;au:;issue:.:..i:lie:mailir.iaJ:Grurn61&~easier!than-PlR-;-~:a::I~Jli' 
conrptessi:v.ezand;tensile-strength-;IllR:tends:to:lie'more·resilien!-;-ptieii'OiiS:Will·tend·to 
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3.6.8 Other factors 

As the chemical system is different, higher temperatures are required than with PIR, 
the additienal off line oven is required, the wet foam corrodes the laminator:ctth'e::line.J; 

I!J!Jls-a-lot...-slower-(<:-1'5mbiii n ratliet than;::g.(llij1Jilin~ Generally manufacturers 
dedicate a line te phenolic exclusively. However this is not ~sential.d:~T 
om:a."Siiitaol~bnd'liiie"'"...tV.I ~ D (1 $ _,..,......."-~ ~---7""-d/~ _ 

As manufacture of phenolic foams become mere established, it is reasonable to 
assume suppliers and manufacturers will improve or resolve the issues with acidity in 
the finished product and process ability. Similarly lambdas and densities are likely to 
reduce further, bringing costs more into line with PIR technology, but with better 
thermal and fire properties. It would be difficult to suggest a time scale fer this 
hewever. 

Currently of the 300+ centinuous beard and panel lines installed worldwide, it is 
believed only 8 have phenolic capability. 

10% Lower compressive strength than PIR typically. Phenolic foam has very low 
embodied energy per unit thermal performance compared te ether insulation 
materials. Its non fibrous nature has made it the material of choice for use in hospitals, 
food preparation areas and breweries etc. 

3.7 Facings 

Facings suppliers 

Kingspan use International Cenverters based in the USA. There are other equivalent 
products en the market from other suppliers, but these have not been trialled 
successfully. Mondi are also believed to supply some manufacturers. 

The facing has a number of purposes. 
• Contain foam during lamination process. 
• Add structural strength to the product: it becomes a composite product

1 
• Adds to RI U value by its reflectance of heat ....::::.:> (1/ ~ . (\{ ~ 
• Adds moisture resistant barrier. 
• Protects foam from mechanical damage during installation. 
• Fire protection: protects majority of board surface from initial 

flame. 
• A bond-to face in the case of flat roofing, insulated gutters or insulated 

plasterboard. 

The most common foil laminate usually consists of, from inside: 
• PIR I Phenolic compatible lacquer 
• Aluminium foil 
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• Paper (adds strength and toughness) 
• Aluminium foil, usually printed I branded 
• Extemallacquer- corrosion resistant. 

Whilst the majority of board uses foil laminates, some other common facings include 
glass reinforced paper laminate, glass tissue, embossed aluminium foil. Different 
facings are used for more specialist applications such as insulated plaster board, 
bonded or through fix, flat roofing bonding or through fix etc. 

During processing, the critical element is getting the PIR or Phenolic to stick to the ~· 
surface. Any fonn of surface contamination is a disaster, and will cause the product to 
del aminate. So, the material used for the inner face of the laminate facing is critical. .. 
The ability of the supplier to ensure the properties of this inner face remain constant 
from metre to metre and batch to batch is absolutely critical. 
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4.0 Fire performance, Fire regulations and testing 

.4.1 Fire Performance PUR I PIR 

PUR: Performance in a fire is inferior to PIR. It is not accredited by LPCB or FM for 
building envelope use. Board does not generally achieve class I in BS476 fire tests. It 
will bum steadily and tend to collapse in a fire situation. It will also te.D."tl:to::flaSlio.v.er.i' 
It is still used in some applications such as discontinuous manufacture of panels for 
cold stores, refrigerators and PVCu door in fill in the UK, due to its ease of processing. 
Apart from this, i!_thstro__£tUriil71nSl.]l~on~l!P.£!icati·gns:have-mo:ved-to;PfJ.. 

PIR: Has essentially eclipsed PUR. It is generally regarded as safe to use in the 
majority of construction applications. It is ~cl:y~approvoo:b"¥Zregqlators:and:instm:.IS1" 
Classed as 'class I' non combustible material in BS476 tests. It achieves LPSII81 
building envelope tests with suitable facings. lt achieves curool~o~e~n 
1SOI3823 Single Burning Item tests. [45 Recticel, B,s2,d0] fGlin::l~fiilai=t~ 
m1hutes.:iind"'6(}-minutes=tfR60) in boundary fire wall situations li:Dra:s:gitable:oanel 
'Syste~ 11 .. 
Celotex have a PIR product that can now achieve Class '0' [3l]lt would presumably 
also achieve Euro B, sI, dO. 

However, in use, board is likely to have little exposure of the PIR core to a fire, as it is 
generally behind plasterboard, block or concrete. Where the board is most vulnerable 
is at the edges of the panel, where flame can reach the foam surface immediately. 

w.hen:::exposcd=tt>-fi~R!::.fui!m~ill::tetro:::to::OOm-IHiffie-on-ttS'"surtiice;""ifitli 
si.gn:ifican~A protective char layer is formed quite quickly, which protects 
the material below, and significantly reduces the smoke generation. Under prolonged 
attack, the board is quite stable like this, and will continue to char and bum at a very 
slow rate. ~t.::talce;;o~l"'a"""700~aine'io"'propagate-all-tlie.!way 
£!Jml! -.-HJQmm-..of-rtmfaceU= During this time, the board retains its 
'mechanical properties, ie ::JW.ltlo~g;:capab11~y:aim.inishes 
~O.'>lcib.lii?. 

The insulation properties of the foam remain intact during the fire, therefore, unless ) 
there are any gaps, heat does not penetrate the insulation to any significant degree. For 
example the standard customer demonstration test involves subjecting foam at room 
temperature to flame at I 000°C. There is initial smoke generation, and limited 
combustion until a protective char layer fonns. &mbusti~ll=i~~ngui§ffi~ and 
the flame only raises the opposite site of the board to less than 60°C after 15 minutes. 

Recent experience has shown that buildings constructed of PIR sandwich panels have 
remained quite stable for long periods during building fires, and thecf'tre"B"i'ig~'"Wi:l:J. 
!mtet:.;"bur.tling--bu:i:.IIl:lligs-w4tli:E.lU=elopes,;.W~o:f:c:n1taps:e. Investigations 
into each of the recent fires in PIR insulated buildings has identified something other 
than the foam core to be responsible for, or contributed to, the damage and loss. This 
is often used by Kingspan in industry forums to reinforce the message about safety of 
PIR. 'Recent:~is:mg-ancl-letmylng::U~~!Rither.rtiJ-say-PI-R-Ts-rrorsafl 
i~:l.a:tga~~ifi.ers:and~ 
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SJ)lokeageneration=is=hu.wever.:aJ:m:ajodssue.-P...I.R:'g<:n:erates·a-large;:yolume-of-dens.o
allfitl:sffiolre"wh·en"'first·e~pesoo·to-fuel' This reduces as the foam chars over. The cells 
in the material contain some pentane, so this contributes in a small way to the burning 
characteristics. If necessary, this can be substituted for less flammable blowing agents 
such as 365 I 228 etc, to the detriment of unit cost and lambda. 

4.2 Burning characteristics of PIR compared with other materials. 

Un faced PIR ignites after 2 seconds, bums and smokes for around 5 seconds and then forms a stable protective 
char layer, with minimal rate of bum. Does not smoke or support combustion when taken away from flame. 
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Soft wood takes 20 seconds to ignite, but tlten bums steadily with only partial char protection. 

!saver High perfonnance Duct Wrap ignites after 2 seconds and then ceases to bum after 8 seconds. 

EPS ignites after 7 seconds and then bums vigorously. Flaming droplet.s start at 15 seconds. By 20 
seconds there is no material remaining in the flame path. 
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4.3 Smoke Toxicity 

All organic materials such as wood or plastic foam insulation evolve toxic 
decomposition products when burning. Of the toxic smoke products, carbon 
monoxide [CO] is recognised as the main toxicant in fires, and is present when any 
organic material bums, and "most natural and made-made materials are more similar 
than different in this regard" [32]. Hydrogen cyanide (HCN), elevated level of carbon 
dioxide (CO.), soot particles and reduced oxygen are also important in their 
contribution to the asphyxiating characteristics of smoke gases. [33] [36] HCN is 
present when PlR bums due to the presence of Nitrogen compounds. There are other 
components in smoke gases that cause sensory irritation to eyes and the upper 
respiratory tract. These compounds include acid gases produced from the combustion 
of halogen containing materials [where hydrogen chloride, HCl, is the most common]. 
Many of these products are present when any organic material bums. Studies have 
shown that "The animal experiments, which ccmplied with the test and assessment criteria put 
forward by the experts of ISO TC92 SC3 'Toxic Hazards in Fire', provided convincing evidence that the 
overall toxic potency of the decomposition products released by polyurethane foam and PU coatings 
under comparable lire conditions was the same as for wood or wool. • [34] 

~CO c -~ -•• ~ DD "-~ -.' 246- I ,450 27,000 1,500 
lOO 

~:HON ° aaa n' .. c D 0.14 -5.0 75 50 
NO] 0

U-D n'B'ti"Da~a 0.04-0.7 9.5 50 
100 
n!a 

Table I: Common combustion product concentrations in residential fires [36] 

*Particulates are given as mg/mJ. The particulate count can often include glass and mineral fibres 
liberated when binder burns off. IDLH stands for a concentration defined as "immediately dangerous 
for life and health". Data taken from Burgess and Crutchfield (1995). 

4.3.1 Smoke generation PU v PIR 

The behaviour of the specific type of polyurethane is important to determine in an~~ 
fire test. Most studied discuss 'polyurethane', but this is a broad range of materials 
including open and closed cell foams, solid materials coatings, and materials with an 
without flame retardants. 

• A key point to note is that PIR forms char layers very quickly when exposed 
to naked flames. This then reduces the level of smoke generation very 
considerably, hence quantity ofHCN that can develop. 

• The majority of PIR foams have an added flame retardant. 
• High index PIR bums and smokes much less readily than PU/Low index PIR. 
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• Toxic gas is produced in direct proportion to smoke, so a low level of smoke 
generally means a low concentration of toxic smoke. [34] 

4.3.2 Type of Fire 

There are various scenarios and stages to a fire, and the volume and composition of 
smoke varies considerably. 

Incipient: 
Growth 
Fully developed 
Decay 

This in turn has an impact on the smoke produced. 
• Smouldering 
• Well ventilated fires 
• Poorly ventilated fires (pyrolisis) 
• Post flashover fires. 

rSmakelgen~t::its-greatest:after:the::;JXlint;of1gnitien,-when-full,combustio~ 

takffig.:pni'C?"(Growth, fully developed). When the source of ignition is remov'@, 
flame-retarded PUR and P!R will stop burning, and smoke will reduce significantly. 
This is the opposite of celulosic type materials such as wood, where most smoke 
occurs in incipient and decay stages.[3 7] 

4.3.3 CO Carbon Monoxide 

CO is released when all organic substances burn. It is highly flammable, so if there is 
.sufficient free oxygen, will bum. It poses the greatest threat in hot confined space 
fires where incomplete combustion takes place. 

4.3.4 HCN Hydrogen Cyanide. 

Is produced from burning, wool, silk, cotton, nylon, melamine, polyacrylonitriles, 
synthetic rubber, green wood, vegetation, polyurethane based paint and varnish as 
well as PIR and PUR insulation. It is also present when mineral wool bums. (lt is not 
produced from Phenolic foam as there is no Nitrogen in the fonnulation). [35] 

It is produced when many everyday household items bum. The principle source is 
man-made plastics and resins eg nylon, polyurethane, melamine, acrylonitrile (ABS). 
Common sources are therefore clothing, furniture, toys ( eg Le go bricks) domestic 
plumbing, kitchen cabinets, carpets and domestic insulation. All refrigerators I 
freezers are insulated with polyurethane foam. 

It is produced when there is a combination of high temperature and limited oxygen, 
such as a hot fire in a confined space. HCN, like CO (carbon monoxide) is highly 
flammable. 

lt is estimated to be 35 times more lethal than CO. It can incapacitate victims quickly 
through inhalation and also to a lesser extent, through absorption. It is possible that it 
may work in synergy with CO to bring on the onset of incapacitation and death. It 
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causes death by metabolic asphyxiation The COSHH MEL is IOPPM for a IOminute 
or 8hour exposure. LC50 (50% of population likely to die) exposure limit is 135 PPM 
for 30 minutes, 3404 PPM for 1 minute. [35] 

4.4 Fire Performance Phenolic Board 

Phenolic foams perform very well in a fire situation. It is regarded as safe to use in the 
majority of construction applications. lt is widely approved by regulators and insurers. 
Classed as 'class I' non combustible material, in BS4 76 tests. lt also achieves Class 
'0' for UK building regulations. Achieves Euroclass B, sI, dO in ISO 13823 Single 
Burning Item tests. 

It combines zero or very low flame spread with negligible smoke emission and a very 
low level of toxic gas emission. Phenolic foam can, in an appropriate form, achieve 
all the following European fire certifications: 

UKClassO 
Dutch NEN 606516066 Class 1 
German Bl 
Belgian AI 
French MI 
Scandinavian NT 036 Class 1 [38] 

In addition, phenolic foam used in composite panels can achieve up to 2 hours fire 
resistance rating (insulation/integrity) in the 3m furnace test (LPS 1181 ). It evolves 
exceptionally low smoke when exposed to fire and is capable of meeting or exceeding 
all international building regulation requirements. [38) 

iE.ox~as-emission...,from:oherurtic.::foam:;tis:gen:etally;;:limited:to::carlion:dloxioe-ana' 
carbog::monoxide-with-vecy.:tlO.w.::l:e.Y.e1s:ru:..l)Jb..e.t:gas.es3Phenolic foams can achieve 
very low toxic gas ratings in tests such as UK Naval Engineering Standard NES 713 
and Scandinavian NordTest NT036. Exceptionally low smoke emission- less than 5% 
when tested in accordance with BS 5111 :Part I [38) 

However pheno:ic foam is still_an organic material. Although it easily achieves B, sl ft 
standards, Wamngton F1re estimate that no product with more than 8-10% organic . 
content would be able to achieve an AI or A2 in the ISO 13823 SBI test. [30) 
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The surface of un-faced phenolic bums and smokes very little. A stable, protective char layer is quickly fonned. 

4.5 Fire Performance in Context 

It is important to put the smoke generation, and relative lower fire performance of 
PIR, and to some extent, phenolic systems compared with glass wools into context. 

Although smoke generally plays a decisive role in the survivability of a fire, it 
important to recognise is that the in the case of fires in buildings clad or insulated with 
PUR, PlR, Phenolic and mineral fibre panels, ~ori~~ml:i(l> 
gas,.is...genwted--tw-:'t~ng-conte.l:l.ts::of:the::-building. a:lret;:inst:t.latiQ.ru;:;is;::nob> 
s:i:gillfi.Calltly.:;a.fk__c;.t.ed:untii.-tlle:~-:rlill:Y·il~vGI~..tlie mffSs,olTh-mffi~l'il" 
l!!.i:Sent--ffi.,tbe--insulation-can;;;be;:.v.ecy;;:srna:ll-oompiified.-to-.otA6=00mlng-mass-lw:tl\? 
builtlmp.Concems about toxic gas and smoke emissions from the insulation must be 
put into context compared to toxic gas emissions from all other burning elements 
within the building. <f.h6--BR~oo:::fmm;anaJ.ysing::2.00.2:::l:i:K,;f.it~R>tafisfics=tliat"" 
wall-a!Id=<reilmg;::!in:if!g-s:;;.w:=espons.ible:::lfor~ew;.:#;=y;:::de<tdis-ol=-iiljW.iB.I"''. 

[43) 

Tests have shown that with wood based materials, the majority of smoke and fumes 
are produced before, and after full flaming, so a particular hazard at the beginning of a 
fire, ie the smouldering phase when people are trying to escape. [3 7] 

With PIRIPUR board, the rate of smoke and fume generation relates to the rate of 
bum of the material. Therefore, a hazard in a growth I well developed fire only. As 
the products are used behind other material~;;:it-is-unli-kely--thal'-tox-icitx;of.-~ 
-b~'1n!:Jle.Qllie.:.!:$.ap.iDg::fmm_. -:earl . ta es-of-a-,.fire:-more-for-:.fire 

.set.v.ic.c:.p.=onncl:bJ.irlgi.og".a;fire::illlJ:l.et.-c.nntrol. [ 3 7] 

'It has been proven that in fires involving large quantities of nitrogen I chlorine 
containing products, smoke toxicity can be the dominant factor in determining 
survivability. Eg Rhode Island nightclub fire, Manchester Airport Boeing fire. [35] 
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However, these circumstances are fortunately infrequent. lt would appear most 
buildings do not have sufficient concentrations of nitrogen containing products for it 
to be a decisive factor. 

c:!t:;w;ouid:ap:pe~~~~~fVirrof'ariyon!! rematnlilg"iiil:iUllafn'g 
at~~e~~~e-fUily·~lepeiflrHr-'Signmcant-qttaritity<Jfffi'e 

~gw,;:imlik"i!y·te 6e-mudlii~d'Sy-ttrifCho1~MilatiOO:material. 

In practice: 

• Boards are always used with a foil facing, and butted together, so the surface 
exposed to a flame is very low. 

• Boards are not generally used as building lining, they are usually behind: 
Floors: concrete, wood. Walls blocks, plasterboard. Roofs plasterboard. In a 
fire, they are not likely to be exposed to flame in the early stages of the fire. 

• A::lrhl:rngl:d'·IR:-:begins:::toz;breal1715\iiliFlft:=260~~~~l~~ 
~sed:to:temper:atUr.es::in-<.'!*GeSS..ot:'4l~ 

• When used in a building context, the building is very likely to contain items 
that will bum much more readily, and produce toxic fumes, such as fabrics, 
upholstery, wooden/ composite furniture, thermoplastic articles, PVC 
windows, doors, plastic light fittings etc. 

• The risk to people from toxic fumes alone is at its greatest in the earlier stages 
of a fire. lt the later stages, the heat and flame are a much greater risk. In the 
initial stages of a fire, it is very unlikely that the insulation will play a 
significant part in the fire. 

• All organic products will produce similar products of combustion. Limits on 
use or organic insulants would also tend to limit the use of wood and other 
common construction materials in buildings as well. 

It is for these reasons that the several manufacturers favour full-scale tests such as the 
LPS 1181, that realistically simulate products installed as per the manufacturers 
recommendations, in a realistic fire scenario.[39] 
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conflguntlon: SBI 

~.---------------------------------r=~~~~~~~,==~ 

ooo+-.-----------------------------------------~==~~;::<~1 
-PJR-boord 

~ 
700~~----------------------------------------~--~~ 

!000~~---------------------------!~-----------4--ffS J L--~•m~-~~~----~ 

~~~~~------------------------~~h-----------------------~ 
~ 
j 400 +-4--\r--------+ 

l ~ U--+----.t 

Ll0-1+--~Ia-

~ ~ ~ 400 ~ ooo D ooo ~ - ta ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Tlme[s] 

Figure 5.8.1.1: mass generation rates of soot- SBI configuration 

.Smoke test: PIR (pink, purple) performs significantly better than PUR or EPS (green, 
dark red, blue, black), but not nearly as well as mineral wool (turquoise line) 

4.6 Insulation Products Compared: toxicity 

LC!ll LT!li CO HCH 

Mattri•l Remarks 

(9) ·(mln) (") (ppin) 

EPS 5.8 11 1.95 

Fluoroa~~rbon blown, 
·PUR 7.5 11 1.20 130 

no flame rebrdant 

Collulon 11:9' ·21 4.0 Blown fibru for insulation 

.Gianfit)res 3~.7 '25 n .... 
4.4 an building insula~on pane with 
paper. and vapOur barrier 

Table 2: Comparative toxicity of smoke from burning construction materials: all can 
be fatal dependant on quantity present and length of exposure. 

LC50 indicates the amount of material to cause smoke concentration that is fatal to 50% of rats when 
burnt at 822°C. LT50 shows the time until death of the rats under same conditions. 1% equals to 
10,000 ppm (part per million, vol./vol.). EPS denotes expanded polystyrene. Addition of a flame 
retardant would prolong the LT50 for EPS and PUR, Data taken from Alarie, 1985 and Levin et al., 
1987a. Letl13lity of EPS is regarded as the greatest due to volume of sooty smoke and CO produced. 
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4.7 Fire reaction and fire resistance 

~-c.tion::oto-=fite=assesses::Jiow.;a-speei·fie-material--oF-Cemp.osite..prouliCl::i:eac.tJC\V:Iiefi7 
t;£pased.todleabw.bich,.c.llJ4h.~Ol.~nn::;o:f:direcutlame:impingen:te.nt:rnd i ant-heat-Q.fl' 

•higtl"temp·erafure?''rypical parameters normally measured include ignitability, flame 
spread and rate of heat release. In the UK and Ireland reaction to fire is assessed by 
several parts of BS 476 including Parts 4,6,7, & 11. Over the next few years these 
tests are being replaced by the Euro classification system. All these tests are relatively 
small scale and do not allow insulated panel or boards to be tested in realistic as
installed configurations. 

A much more relevant reaction to fire test is the LPCB test LPS 1181. This is a large 
scale test which tests the panels in a realistic situation. The advantage of LPS 1181 is 
that the grading system covers both reaction to fire and resistance to fire, ~ae 
tpo:fire.:ris=eas.w:e::o.f::::the.::passagc;::of::heat:::andzflame.:::through:ithe::t:Jrick:ness::ofra 
mater.ial=and::the..-test:stru.cture:cQIIlPiises:a!pmleb;ystem:fixed:::to~ In the U K 
and Ireland BS 4 76 Part 22 is used to assess fire resistance. This test will be 
eventually replaced by European test EN 1364. In the context of cladding systems the 
insulation rating is the time taken for the non-furnace face to increase in temperature 
to· approximately 200°C. Integrity failure is when flames break through the joint 
detail. [38] 

Both reaction and resistance to fire play a key role in Building Regulations and 
Insurer Approved tests. 

Small Burner test LPCB LPSII81 

4.8 Fire Performance Tests and Regulations 

The current UK BS 476 tests are currently widely used to assess the performance of 
building products against Building regulations. Euro classes were introduced in May 
2003, and run in parallel with the National tests. At some point in the future, it is 
anticipated that the Euroclass system will become harmonised across Europe. Some 
manufacturers assess their products under both systems, some just one or the other. 
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There is some resistance to adopt the Euroclass system in the UK. The reason being 
that materials are tested in a lab scale test (eg Single Burning Item), rather than in a 
'installed' context [38] 

Euro class tests are based on a Single Burning Item ISO 13823, in an accelerated bum 
scenario where flaming is directly on the sample in question. They therefore tend to 
favour more inert materials such as mineral wools, are fairly realistic for materials 
that bum readily, and are over critical of products that normally bum slowly, such as 
PIR foams. [39] 

These reasons contributed to the decision to limit the Euroclass fire classification to 
heat-release only. Building Regulations approved document B, 2006. Contains no 
limits on smoke production, or limits on burning droplets. [ 40] 

lt would appear that national test standards have served quite well in ensuring 
buildings are reasonably safe in a fire. lt maybe that this has created a reluctance to 
move away from them to new styles of test that might not be realistic enough to 
actually make buildings safer. A 2005 BRE study into whether UK Building 
Regulations should be amended to reflect smoke and burning droplets concluded " In 
summary. the overall results from this project indicate, at this time. there would be no 
significant benefit in the introduction of stricter additional classifications for smoke and 
falling flaming droplets and/or debris for wall and ceiling linings. ··[43] 

Another concern with the Euroclass system is that it can heavily penalise an item with 
a surface coating (eg paint) as this will tend to bum quickly and give a poor result, but 
in a real fire situation have little impact on the overall fire loading. 

Insulation materials are usually sold with reference to their performance when 
exposed to heat and flame as if they were lining materials, but this is generally not 
actually relevant. It maybe of more relevance to quote a duration the product can be 
exposed to a fire before flame breaks through, but this is rarely quoted. 

When tested for fire resistance to BS476 Part 21, a timber frame wall, with foil-faced 
PIR insulation and a plasterboard inner face will exceed the stipulated 30 minute 
duration. This perfonnance can exceed that of a similar wall insulated with mineral 
wool, as the wool can tend to contract away from the source of heat, allowing fire to 
pass through sooner. [39] 

Paschen & Wiubecker 1995. The fire parameters heat release, smoke density and burning debris in 
particular are dominated by the underlying scenario. AI/ fire test methods therefore have limitations as 
far as smoke assessment is concerned, and a correlation between methods is not to be expected. These 
statements are fimher confirmed by comparing the results between SB! and ISO 9705. Almost a// 
celulosic materials generated more smoke in ISO 9705 than in the SBI, and vice versa as far as plastics 
are concerned. lt cannot be assumed that the single simulated fire scenario leads to a general risk
oriented assessment.[39] 

Their studies have demonstrated that: 
SBI test is a harsh test giving a worst case burning scenario. 
When modelled with Computational Fluid Dynamics it has been found that fire 
results correlate closely with tests done with an ISO 9705 test hood in place. 
Under SBI, naked products perform reasonably similarly to a realistic scenario. 
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Under SBI, products with facings can perform 4 or more times worse than a more 
realistic scenario. 
Under SBI, wood based products tend to perform better than reality and polymer 
based products worse than reality. 

4.9 Certification (441 

Euro-classification is according to BS EN 13501 -1 which is supported by the test 
methods: 

• BS EN ISO 1716:2002 - Reaction to fire test for building products -
determination ofthe heat of combustion 

• BS EN ISO 1182:2002- Fire test for non-combustibility of building products 

However, our Regulations still allow British Standard test certification, as follows: 
• BS4 76 Part 4 - non-combustibility test 
• BS4 76 Part 6 - Fire Propagation test 
• BS476 Part 7- Surface Spread of Flame Test- this gives results of Class I to 

Class 4 

In general BS476 is a stand-alone test to show non-combustibility of a product. 
Class 0 is in itself not a fire classification, but a Building Regulations definition. 
Class 0 can be achieved either by testing to BS476 Part 4 OR passing both the Parts 6 
& 7 tests. 

Current UK regulations are a bit of a mish-mash, allowing some manufacturers to 
use BS references (eg Kingspan) and others (minerals wools mainly) using Euroclass. 
Note that where insulation manufacturers CE mark, they must state the Euro-Ciass 
rating. 

-CE marks & thus certify to Euroclass, but also needs BS ratings as many 
industry specifications still historically·call-for them:--·-·-

BS4 76 Part 3 deals with test method for external fire exposure to roofs. 

BS 5111-l, to the best of my knowledge, was withdrawn and replaced with BS ISO 
5659 - 2 1994 but is still quoted by some manufacturers, eg Kingspan., which relates 
to the smoke generation of foam plastics. 

BS4 76: Part 22 certification is required for fire barriers, which relates to fire 
resistance of non-load bearing construction elements, not just the product. 

LPC is needed by producers of insulated panels (foam and rock wool cored) 

BBA certification generally does not cover fire, although fire is referenced in BBA 
certificates to the above BS or EN as appropriate. With BBA certification the 
fundamental criterion is weather resistance. 
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4.10 UK Building Regulations Part 81, 82 Fire Safety Dwellings & Non 
dwellings 

Building Regulations currently apply to the materials used to line walls and ceilings, 
and to the duration of resistance of the building structure. There is no specific 
building regulation for the insulation material. Under current Building Regulations, 
there is no reference to 's' smoke production or 'd' burning droplets formation for 
room linings. Synopsis of what maybe relevant: 

82 Linings of rooms larger than 4m2 must meet Class l (Euro C, s3, d2). Parts of the 
walls can be to a poorer standard, up to a max ofhalfthe area or 20m2 can be Class 3 
(Euro D, s3, d2). 

83 Structure Defined as resistance to collapse (Euro R), resistance to penetration 
Euro E), resistance to heat transfer Euro I. Where a requirement is specified, this is 
generally 30 minutes for buildings up to Sm height, and 60 minutes for buildings 
above Sm. Roof is not treated as structural unless it has a floor, is used as a means of 
escape or supports part of the structure. Cavity barriers must achieve 30 minutes 
.where specified. 

B4 Boundary. External surfaces within I m of a boundary must achieve class 0 (Euro 
Class B, s3, d2.) for 92% of their surface. 

Roofs less than 6m from a boundary must achieve National AA, AB, AC (Euro B 
roof) Tested by BS476 -3. 

4.11 Phenolic, PUR and PIR rigid board compared (411 

Tabl11 6.27. Ignition and opposed flow flame spread data for rigid foams (LIFT, NIST) 

Foam (CIJa)" (~b ~< 4)d (q.,min)• tpm.lnr 
(kW/m1) { ) (kW/m1K)2., (kW2/ml) (kW/m1) ("C) 

PUR 21.0 44S 0.037 8.8 7.7 176 

P!R 30.0 44S 0.021 28.0 !0.8 201 
Phenolic 30.0 S24 0.11 O.IS 28.0 509 

• (<ha) minimum heat flux for ignition. 
b (~)temperature ofignition. 
' K~" thermal inertia of material (product of thermal conductivity, den.aity ond heat capacity). 
d 4> flame beating parameter. 
• (q.), min minimum heat flux for flame spread. 
1 (tJ, min minimum surface temperature for flame spread. 

PIR significantly better than PUR, but phenolic has much higher ignition temperature, 
and requires a much higher temperature before flame will spread across surface. 
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Table 6.28. Cone Colorimeter test data of rigid fonms (heat flux = 50 kw/m1} 

Foam (I( PKHRRb 
(s (kW/m') 

PUR 4 147 
PIR 3 79 
Phenolic 9 Ill 

• (t~) ignition time. 
I> PK HRR Peak heat release. 
' T HR total heat release. 
d H, heat of combustion. 
• oon, ave specific extinction (obscurnlion). 

THR' 
(Ml!m') 

13.9 
4.7 

36.0 

Hd 
< 

(kl/g) 

10.0 
9.1 

14.2 

403 
264 

72 

PIR ignites quickly, but releases 1/3 of the heat of PUR and 2/3 as much smoke. 

Optical Smoke Density Measurement 

140.0 

~ 120.0 

1;-
100.0 '@ 

.a 80.0 

I 60.0 

B 40.0 

! 20.0 

0.0 
0 2 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Time in minutes 

[2] 

Additional sources used, fire performance [ 42] 

12 
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5.0 Health & Safety 

The specific health & safety issues associated with PIR insulation manufacture are 
outlined below. 

5.1 MDI 

Prolonged close exposure to MD! can lead to sensitisation to the material from 
'inhalation of fumes and prolonged skin contact, and can lead to asthma - like 
symptoms. These symptoms disappear when not in contact with the material. lt is 
believed only one person is so affected in Kingspan, a commissioning engineer, with 
30 years service, and repeated long exposure to MDI liquid and vapour. He has not 
stopped work, just takes more care with limiting MD! exposure. 

Generally speaking, MDI vapours are only present in the lay-down area, and 
extraction for pentane vapour has the dual benefit of keeping MDI exposure low.-Mf5'1 ~ 
aud ... l!lc••red .. IUR..foalll=le&ve"T!ast)l"'staJnlng:<on=skin!"'Staf.f.o<genem.l1y~ay.s"'w.ear 
.disposable.:gl.o.v.e.s..&hen=handling,these..materials. Routine periodic respiratory tests 
can be done on staff in close proximity to the MDI. Records are kept of who has 
worked with the material and for how long. [ 49] 

Lab foaming tests are usually done in a fume cupboard vented to atmosphere. 

Maintenance is usually done in disposable overalls, gloves, safety glasses. Face masks 
can also be worn if required. 

1rf\r.cil .... Oftrisl5. ~"' ... \a_ DaD-~"'-!:lr, 1::1 ... llal:l ... ~ .... - al:l a ... r e~CQtlo"ter.nn;_a-~il_{ec-.. aaD _ ~ .. _ ~ 0_0a9_ ~""_cc u_ D0 ! 

Tanker offload Outside, no special precautions taken. 
Storage tank Internal. Kept at approx 28 deg C. Vent 

to atmosphere 
Supply pipelines Mild steel, flanged 
Main _l)_ump room Well ventilated. Extraction to atmosphere 
Laydown area Extraction to atmosphere. 
Laminator enclosure Extraction to atmosphere. 
Boards after lamination but before full Stored in well ventilated area. 
cure 
Boards, post cure No precautions taken. 

MDI is the most common form of the family of chemicals know as Isocyanates. lt is 
one of the lowest hazard isocyanates. The most common grade is 4,4' MDI, 2,4' MD! 
is also sometimes used. lt is not to be confused with: Hexamethylene diisocyanate 
(HDI) which is an aliphatic diisocyanate. It is produced in relatively small quantities, 
accounting for (with isophorone diisocyanate) only 3.4% of the global diisocyanate 
market in the year 2000.-Aiiphatic diisocyanates are used in special applications, such 
as enamel coatings which are resistant to abrasion and degradation from ultraviolet 
light. These properties are particularly desirable in, for instance, the exterior paint 
applied to aircraft. This is an extreme respiratory irritant, where usually air-fed masks 
and full skin coverings are used when spraying. These precautions are not normally 
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taken with MOL HDI would never be used in foam manufacture as it produces long 
molecular chains not the cross-linked chains required. 

lsocyanate 0.02 0.07 <0.0005 HSE class all isocyanates together 
'sen ':capable of causing 
workolace asthma. 

PlRdust 10 

Pentane 1800 mg.m-3 
600 ppm 
[LEL= 1500ppm] 

[46] (47] 

5.2 Pentane 

1.2 

<15%of 
LEL 

No specific limit as HSE do not 
class as hazard. 
HSE Rl2, 51/53,65,66,67. 
Highly flammable, toxic to aquatic 
life, may case skin dryness, 
drowsiness, harmful is swallowed. 

Various blowing agents can be used in PIR foams, but most common currently is 
pentane. This is highly flammable liquid, but boils at a low temperature, between 28 
and 36°C dependant on grade. Risks are similar to handling petrol. lt is usually 
delivered by bulk tanker to an above or below ground storage tank. Offload can have 
deluge sprinkler protection. The tank is double skinned and bunding. lt is usually 
recirculated constantly around the factory and back to the tank to keep the 
temperature constant. It is pressurised near the line, and injected at the mixing head. 
~~e::of::gas"ttti~filllng~d=duriflg=starf"F'stops.Tiiis-it 
~~ay.::dow:n:extJ:aGtie-n~m. 

Where explosive atmospheres can build up, there are Drager sensors usually applied 
at floor level to detect for leaks as pentane is heavier than air. The usual procedure is 
to have trigger points 15% of LEL (lower explosion limit) and 30% of LEL. The 
lower level will set off an alarm. Extraction automatically goes to maximum. Normal 
procedure is to stop production locally and investigate issue. A 30% alarm would 
automatically shut down pentane delivery system and the plant. All extraction would 
go to maximum, and plant will be evacuated except for key personnel investigating 
and dealing with the issue. 

All personnel working around the laydown areas (operators, fitters, polymer 
engineers) are given detailed training. In practice, the number of incidents are usually 
very few and minor in nature. 

Principle areas of concern are: 

~~\rea_~: n_: ran-~= n_: q,n -~= r~_~ Qo.tulte..rlnea~mre::.. ~ r.aa -~: c_: ~C! -=: c_ ~ ~c -~: c_ ~ 
Tanker off load Controlled access. Close supervision. Deluge 

sprinkler system. 
Storage tank Located away from main building. Restricted 

access. Bund. 
Supply pumps Located outside in tank bund 
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SllJlll!y_pipel ine Mild steel, all welded construction. 
Mixing pump In separate un-manned enclosure within building. 

Drager sensors. Extraction to atmosphere. 
Explosion prooflighting, fittings etc. 

Main pump room Drager sensors, Extraction to atmosphere 
Laydown area Drager sensors. Extraction to atmosphere. 
Mouth of laminator An explosive atmosphere exists in this area inside 

the laminator. This would extend out side the 
laminator approx 2m2. Explosion prooflights I 
fittings etc used in this area. 

Laminator enclosure Drager sensors. Extraction to atmOSJ:lhere. 
Boards after lamination but Stored in well ventilated area. 
before full cure 
Boards, post cure No precautions taken. 

5.3 Other PIR Chemicals. 

<5eme..of..the=catalystooadditi.¥eS=used•are-potential..caroino.gens-WJ:llchscatalysts are 
~-dcter.minedaby..the=pelymer~enginc.e.LdeveloE!!Jg the..furmulatioa..,.ExP.QS..~c
.tho~enerill.!¥....v.e!\Y..J.o.w..,.as_thex...,a!JLiq...J\!Jb: enclosed,.s.~s.tems .... lncluslon 
percentages are less than l %. Flow rates typically in the range 0.02 to 0.4 litres per 
minute. Appropriate PPE for maintenance staff limits exposure. Where a chemical 
'system' is purchased, all minor additives are already included in the bulk polyol 
delivery, ~-.mo;;;possi~l~f' <liF~Ya•t:--to'"tl~il~"' 
~ 
Maintenlm~y•dGne:i-rF·dispesable=o.v.~ves;=safel'y•glasses::oF-acezmasks .. 
oan::al~om'iff-equlfecl! 

5.4 Safety Issues Phenolic Foam 

Pentane: similar to PLR, proportions used similar. As the line would typically run at 
l/3 of the speed of PIR, volume of pentane released to atmosphere is proportionately 
reduced. 

Formaldehyde. 

Formaldehyde is present in the phenolic resin. 

:coinpanson~W:ii.l¥'Glils0S \vQ,OI i11af1ufaCtufi. ~ -~ ~q, -;,-rJ 0
a -n cpq, ·~-D CD-"~'=& ~-l"l utr: ltBl!J _t! ... n ~ 

Phenolic resin used to make binder. 
Deliveries, 3 tankers per week I Runcom. 
·Mixed with ammonia etc to form binder. 
Sprayed onto glass fibres. 
Majority of excess material will be scrubbed out I disappear to atmosphere via the 
flue. 
Low levels offormaldehyde registered in most areas of the plant. Levels usually 
below 0.020 PPM. 
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[48] 

With board manufacture, bulk handling I mixing of phenolic resin is very similar to 
glass wool. Exposure can occur principally in three places: 

• Laydown, where the phenolic foams. Exposed foam will be approx 5m2 when 
running. Area surrounded by extraction. 

• Laminator. Usually in a controlled enclosure at an elevated temperature. This 
is usually a non-working area with controlled access and extraction. 

• Oven: formaldehyde is driven off with water over a period of I to 2 days. 
Again this is in a controlled enclosure at an elevated temperature. This is 
usually a non-working area with controlled access and extraction to 
atmosphere. 

Formaldehyde 2.0 ppm 2.0 ppm 
2.5 mg.m-3 2.5 mg.m-3 

Phenol 2.0 ppm 
7.8 mg.m-3 

Phenolic 10 mg.m-3 
foam dust 
Pentane 1800 mg.m-3 

600 ppm 
[LEL= 1500 

m 
[2][47] 

0.02 
mg.m-3 
(0.02 ppm in 
Glass wool) 

0.1 mg.m-
3 

1.2 
estimate 
<15% of 
LEL 

HSE R23124125, 34, 40,43 
Toxic by inhalation. in contact with 
skin and if swallowed, causes 
bums, Limited evidence of a 
carcinogenic effect, May cause 
sensitisation b skin contact. 
HSE Sk R23124125, 34, 
48120121122, 68 Can be absorbed 
through skin. Toxic by inhalation, 
in contact with skin and if 
swallowed. Causes bums. Harmful: 
danger of serious damage to health 
by prolongedexposure through 
inhalation, in contact with skin and 
ifswallowed. Possible risk of 
irreversible effects 
Assume no specific limit as HSE do 
not list as hazard. 

HSE Rl2, 51153,65,66,67. Highly 
flammable, toxic to aquatic life, 
may case skin dryness, ctizz:iness, 
drowsiness, harmful is swallowed. 

Formaldehyde levels near the fully cured finished products are very low, similar to 
background levels found typically in homes of 0.05ppm (due to emissions from 
textiles, furniture etc). lt is not expected that the normal 0.05ppm level will be 
exceeded in homes insulated with rigid phenolic board. 

By comparison, Over I million homes have been insulated with injected urea 
formaldehyde foam (UFFI). A largely impermeable inner wall is required to keep 
ppm levels low in the home post injection. Typically levels will rise to no more than 
0.15pmm over the first few weeks post installation, before decaying away. In worst 
cases levels can rise to 0.5-I.Oppm in the first few days post injection. Good 
ventilation is required. 
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5.5 Environmental 

PIR (and phenolic) board is regarded as environmentally friendly, securing BREEAM 
A ratings in their green guide to specifications. Celotex secures as A+ rating for their 
·products. [31] 

Kingspan has made sustainability and environmental management a key part of their 
corporate strategy, taking time to educate the market, and winning numerous 
construction sustainability awards. This has resulted in the perception of foam to be 
very positive from an environmental perspective. There have even been instances 
where products based on foam technology (eg Energi Panel, Gazeley) have helped 
developers secure planning permission for buildings with a very low environmental 
impact, that would not have been secured with a more conventional building. 

Recycling 

Polyol is often made from recycled materials such as PET bottles. Laminate facings 
can be made from recycled foil and kraft paper. 

Energy. 

There is moderate gas and electricity consumption in the process. Buildings and 
materials need to be kept warm, over 25°C, year round. Laminators require heating to 
approx 70°C, but once the exothermic reaction is going, tend to not to need much 
additional heat input~~n~uld•:::protiiib1y=cbnsu~l:louC£200k~f 
cl~city and £80k o(gasin.a..y.ea .. t,at.fu11ou.tp.ut..-

Solid waste 

Foam and foam dust are the principle solid wastes produced from manufacturing 
board. With conventional restrained rise lines, this probably equates to about 4% of 
output. With free rise (Celotex) the waste is higher, probably about 7%, due to 
increased edge trim. 

The waste comes from: edge trim (conventional <1.6%, free rise <9%); saw cuts; 
rebated edges; changeovers; scrap. 

The principle outlets for the materials are as follows: 
o Use as packaging. Scrap can be cut up to form skids, avoiding the purchase of 

pallets, and side impact protection blocks. 
o Compaction of dust into briquettes and shipping to 3rd parties for use as inert 

filler. Eg processing with resin into board. 
o In particular with panel, reincorporation of foam crumb into the foam liquid 

laydown, at the rate of <3%. This may also be possible with board. 
o The remaining material is generally land-filled. 

o It is also possible to fill long bags with foam crumb for use between rafters as 
loft insulation. 

o Other solid wastes are generally limited and can be compacted, stored and 
recycled eg foil, polythene, cardboard, etc. [50] 
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Liquid waste 

Liquid wastes are very limited. Rejected chemicals are generally returned to the 
supplier. Polyol blend and MDI are sometimes used to purge lines and do calibrations 
etc. This can normally be reincorporated at a low inclusion rate. The occasional IBC 
of mixed chemical spill ages etc would be generated during a typical year. This would 
be disposed of as special waste for incineration. There is no trade waste drainage 
required on site. Empty drums IIBC's are stored and returned to the suppliers. 

Other factory Emissions 

A small quantity of pentane and MDI fumes are vented to atmosphere, but these are 
essentially too low to measure. Similarly with formaldehyde and phenol. 

A small amount of foam waste will typically get blown around the site by the wind. 
Good housekeeping keeps this under control. 

The only noisy processes are sawing I rebating boards. These are usually enclosed in 
acoustic enclosures. There is virtually no noise emission outside the building. 

Site waste 

Site wa~te takes the form of board off-cuts. These are generally sent to land fill. There 
is no restriction on this unlike other materials such as plasterboard, for example. 

End of life Solutions 

It is generally expected that the insulation board I panel will last the life of the 
building, certainly 50 years plus. Polyurethane foams have only been used for around 
30 years, so the issue of recycling has not become a pressing one yet. 

As foams have developed over the years, the composition has changed significantly, 
particularly in terms of blowing agents, where early generation foams contained 
ozone depleting CFC's and HCFC's with high ODP I GWP. lt is not really possible to 
check a foams provenance when a building is being demolished. 

Currently, there is no restriction on land filling these materials. Due to the ODPIGWP 
potential of early foams, it is best not to break up the foam too much, as the entrapped 
gas will be released. 

The most viable solution for these legacy foams would be incineration in municipal 
waste incinerators. Currently, these are more common in Europe than in the UK. 
Generally a temperature of over 415°C is required to ensure combustion. The calorific 
content of foam is similar to coal at 25,000kJ/kg, higher than Municipal Solid Waste 
(MSW) but the density is much lower. [50] In trials, the density has proved to be an 
issue. A practical incorporation rate with MS W of 2% by weight, 30% by volume is 
the limit. Emissions during combustion are similar to MSW. 
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6.0 Factory Operation 

6.1 Factory process steps 1511 

P1occss~ 
Facings goods 
in I storage. 

Fa~ings unwind 

Facings· 
conditioning. 

Laydown 

Lamination 

Post lamination 

Flying cut 
Ph~n0lic cure 
(not PIR) 
Accumulator 

Side milling 
Central cut 
Cut to size 
Wrapping 
Stacking 
Offload and 
store 

Confidential 

Comincnts Process Comments• . 
. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• . 
. . 
• 

• . 
• . 
• . . 

Facings on large Chemical . Pentane, Polyol, ISO usually 
coils, lOOOm plus. off load. de I i vered by road tanker at a 
Warm, dry store speci fie temperature eg 28°C 
under cover. Smaller components in rBC. 
Usually 4 decoilers Chemical . Pentane, ambient tank, above 
(2 top, 2 bottom) storage I sub-terranean 
with auto cut I • Poly I lso bulk storage tanks, 
splice facility. Load temperature controlled. 
and unload with Temperature controlled pipe 
overhead crane to work. 
mandrels. . Other components temp 

controlled rack storage 
Unlike panel, he Mixing • Can either be polyol mix off 
facings are usually line (batch) with all of the 
not pre- smaller components, and add 
conditioned. I so and Pentane at the mix 
Facings are always head. 
preheated top I • Or inline injection, where all 
bottom to around components are injected into 
40deg C. polyol stream before mix 

head. 
Liquid chemical stream is laid onto moving facing material and begins 
to foam immediately. 
Critical process: very careful control of temperatures, pressures, speeds, 
flow rates etc. 
Upper facing meets foaming stream to form sandwich . 
Facings I liquid foam enter heated double-belt conveyor. 
The chemical system and line speed must be balanced so that the foam 
rises to meet the top face at its most sticky phase. 
Foam cures in between moving belts heated to approx 70deg C . 
Residence time I to 3 minutes 
Foam constrained at edges by belt flights . 
Product exits laminator hot but slightly soft solid. Sometimes boxed in to 
retain heated environment. 
Cut to length, usually 2400mm. Rotary saw, clamps on to board. 
Phenolic panels enter large moving oven, where heat drives off moisture 
and allows foam to cure. Residence time 2 days. 
Stores product, vertically. Residence time gives buffer and allows panels 
to cool. 
Mill edges to 1200mm. 
If required to 2 x 600mm. 
Small sheets if runninl.' high line speeds 
Shrink-wrap into small bundles, labelling. 
Onto pallets I skids. 
Offload to storage . 
Usually store to fully cure at approx rate 1 day per 25mm. 
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6.2 Factory Operation 

Process control 

Controlling the laydown process is generally the critical part of the operation. Usually 
the chemicals are injected and mixed together at the laydown head under computer 
control. €entr6l=is=crifiea:t:;;:;i:f..prepertions•ohange;,temperatiii:es;or.;;pressures;'<ar.y.;<;the» 
ofeam•behav.es.in~v.er.y"signi·ficantly•dt.fferent::wa~t::l16y-centrel-en41ie.;l:fiie:is:the» 

•"'liD~ The speed can be adjusted by very small increments up and down to 
ensure that the point where the chemical foams and hits the rise-to face (rollback)· is 
always in exactly the same place. This is usually done with laser position control. 

Much tighter control of the process, and more consistent quality can be achieved by 
application of SPC (Statistical Process Control). All the key parameters at the 
laydown (around 30) are constantly over-monitored for trends that are taking the 
variables out towards spec limits. Analysis I improvement plans can be done off-line. 

Utilisation 

Board I panel operations generally tWOr.~tiest-when-the:;:Jin~is:;run:::continooilS'I:y.::o. 
through the week, with stops only for changeovers and planned maintenance. The 
<fe1fm=prooess"'can;sometimes:take::a::ow.hile::to:::settle::down:::pr-oper.~~ In particular, 
temperatur.e..-tluctuation·s:clln=c:amre:::nraj~afiOO:wlrell"Glie!rnGa:lsanJW:e:OOelillleft~to 

-resl;;in"'J')ipe"'Weffi::lfe:r.::cxample. If the plant is well designed, it will cope with low 
utilisation use. 

Waste foam 

Waste is generated from start I stops of the line, product depth changes, edge trim and 
quality ·issues I malfunctions etc. Facings are 1220mm with restrained rise and 
1309mm with free rise. This excess is partially foam filled and needs to be trimmed 
off, once product has cooled and shrunk a little. Overall waste should be up to 4%, 
probably double this with free-rise. Dust is also generated from saw cutting (3-4mm 
blade width) and from routing rebated edge boards. Other waste streams are minimal. 

OEE::: ()AA--._f} r~ ~c;V~ . 

This is dictated by degree of utilisation, but would generally be expected to be m the 
90's, if run 24hour I 6 y, day per week, with an additional approx 12h per week of 
planned maintenance time. Foil and product format changes should take place on the 
run. Depth changeovers should take approx 5 minutes or less, sometimes these can be 
done on the run too. 

Output 

~e.w;;:P.IR;::Iine:.w6uld=generai·I:Y:oe·spooi·filld:to-.::f.i:f~Foetween""'20=-aru:I:..5(');Jinear·metres 

d)euninut~ dependant on product depth. Therefore, with a 1200mm material width, 
85% utilisation 6 Y, days a week, output would be approx 1350~0..Q.!W.Jil..--per.:weeFoii" 
ont::lill<:, depending on mix of depths (see below). 
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OMS Un• Spood v Product Depth, PIR 

.. 
" 

~ - -... 1- 1- 1-• j,. 1- 1- - 1- - - ~ 1- -
• 
l" 1- 1- '- 1- - - c- 1- 1- t- t- t-

R H Hl--fl-fHr " 1- 1- I- 1- 1- I- r- r- r- t- t- t-

' 20 30 <O 50 "" 70 "' "" 100 110 120 130 140 150 100 170 "" 100 200 

Produet O.pth, MUHm•tr•• 

Line stops 

Emergency line stops are to be avoided if at all possible. The line can be brought to a 
controlled stop within about 20m. This is where the lay-down chemical flow is 
stopped, and the foam travels several metres into the laminator. In an E-stop, the line 
stops immediately and the foam in flight expands without controiCSignific.~ 

qi me-and:;.!':.quipment::dannfg<RJfteno-~eur-;--as-weH:::as=5igm:ftGafit:=contamiuati.Q.n::of::th~J> 
lay.;:dol'r.U:at~;!!;:!l' 

Temperature 

Temperature is critical at the wet end, it is very important when the board leaves the 
laminator. At this point it is a solid, and has quite good mechanical properties. lt is 
still hot however ~l;,!'ni~nator·-runs:arabQun7.~80°C phenolic), and is still under
going its exothermic reaction, so.c;:.ore,temperature,Js,st1tt:riSing::ffij5~to:a~2ep. 

The panel need to be kept moving in temperature controlled conditions (eg gradual 
transition back to ambient temperature. If the board is kept stationary on an uneven 
surface, it will tend to take on witness marks. If it cools too quickly, it tends to warp. 
Wrapping the boards into a bundle as soon as possible in warm ambient conditions is 
the best way to keep them flat as they cool as a block. 

The exothermic reaction and the laminator will tend to keep the whole factory warm 
unless roller doors are left open for long periods. 

Curing 

iEh~ll~.ann::.in-~ack-for:;lll:CQnsjd.~:rable::ti:m1l:(my.-hours)' Full 
curing is generally regarded as being achieved at the rate COii~<Ili)?.:per::25mn:P. So 
l OOmm = 4 days. In practice, boards & panels can be stored and despatched before 
this time has elapsed, but it:::i:s:bes:tto;:.v.,mit::{or-the.fuiJ.::.c.m:e;J:especially in winter. 

Line design 

It is best if the line is designed so that the laydown process is the bottleneck, and 
everything else can run at a faster rate. It is best to have back up options eg take-off 
conveyors to keep the process running in the case the saw or stacker stops etc. 
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Housekeeping 

The factory and its environs should be very clean. If the dust extraction is working 
correctly, and materials correctly stored, and chemicals handled without spillage, 
there is little contamination. 

6.3 Resource requirements 

The majority of the skills required to manufacture board can be trained, but some 
prior experience is criticaL In particular knowledge of the chemical process. 

The critical jobs in the plant during a new start-up are: 

Role Importance Desirable Experience 
P-o ne~!ll' cntiGiiJ..?' !lfl~~ 
Plant engineer Very important Board or panel, l year+ 
Production manager Important Board or panel, I year+ 

Support from equipment and chemical suppliers is very important in the start up phase 
and when difficult problems are encountered, dependant on the experience of the 
team. 

Chemicals can either be specified and purchased separately, or purchased as a 
'system'. \!&!!!;~~~JJfV.based,q~jWideyjses;tbe;:::rn::cessaPy 
(QJ.lllwation.:<m.~y.mel'!en~neering~ci~tas-.impo• la•lt;::a=com~.t~ 
e..hemistwottld:suffieQ;;in-the:sh~ The system supplier will charge a premium of 
15-20% over the base price of the raw materials for the intellectual property supplied, 
and is a good, low risk way of getting into the market Longer term, it is obviously 
much more cost effective to be self supporting and self-formulate. This requires an 
experienced polymer engineer. 

The equipment suppliers (especially if buying a turn-key installation) can also provide 
ongoing project engineering resource to commission and develop the line, 
maintenance programme etc, if an experienced plant engineer is not available. If an 
experienced engineer is available, the line can be more closely specified to meet the 
needs of the business, and plant items can be cherry picked from different suppliers, 
resulting in the best overall line performance at the lowest capital cost 

The experienced production manager will galvanise inexperienced people into action, 
knowing what each person should be doing in each role to ensure best performance 
and least scrap and rejects. 

Other roles can probably be trained. All lead operators, fitters and technicians will 
need early training with suppliers before plant installation, remainder can learn on the 
job. During running, the laydown operators (usually 2 for continuity) drive the line, 
and are most important roles to ensure quality and consistency of output A line would 
generally run with 5-7 operators dependant on speed and complexity. 
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6.4 Factory Staffing (Based on model in Investment Appraisal) 

lt is assumed there will be some sharing of overhead with the existing glass wool 
business, such as security, finance, Exec team etc. Therefore only incremental staffing 
has been considered. Staffing plateaus after 10 years of the plan. (see below). Five 
·additional staff have also been assumed in sales overhead in the investment appraisaL 

DIRECT LABOUR 14 

CHEMICALS 0 3 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 0 4 
ENGINEERING 0 5 
GENERALOPS 0 2 
PURCHASING SUPERVISOR 0 
QUALITY 0 
HSE 0 1 
SHIFT MANAGEMENT 0 3 
DESPATCH 0 3 
INDIRECT LABOUR 0 25 

FACTORY HEADCOUNT 0 39 
NB Une teams of 7. 2nd line from Year 5. 

6.5 Factory Variable Costs 

Product Costing - PIR Board 

Foil lacing External 
Foil lacing internal 
F acings scrap 
Foil facings inc scrap 

ISOMDI 32kg/m3 
Polyol 
Pentane 
Packing & consumables 

·Labour 
Waste 

Total Standard Product Cost I LM 
Total Standard Product Cost I m2 

Total Standard cost for 2.4M board 
Foam system cost, add per board 

Distribution cost per Board 85% efficiency 
Distribution % of sales 

TP net costs: 50, 

Selling price I Board 75, 110mm 

Variable Margin 
VM with system 

21 

3 
4 
6 
3 
1 
3 
1 
6 
3 

30 

51 

28 

1 
6 
4 

33 

61 

50 mm 
£ 

0.32 
0.32 
O.Q1 
0.65 

1.40 
0.73 
0.05 
0.05 
0.06 
0.12 

3.06 
2.55 
7.34 
0.52 

0.61 
6.5% 

9.42 
16% 
10% 

35 

4 
4 
9 
3 
1 
3 
1 
8 
6 

39 

74 

60mm 
£ 

0.32 
0.32 
0.01 
0.65 

1.68 
0.88 
0.06 
0.05 
0.06 
0.14 

3.52 
2.93 
8.45 
0.63 

0.74 
6.6% 

11.15 
18% 
12% 

42 42 49 56 63 

4 5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 5 5 
9 12 12 12 12 
3 3 3 3 3 

1 
4 

1 1 1 1 
8 10 11 11 11 
8 8 8 8 8 

42 49 50 so 50 

84 91 99 106 113 

70mm SO mm 100mm 
£ £ £ 

0.32 0.32 0.32 
0.32 0.32 0.32 
0.01 0.01 0.01 
0.65 0.65 0.65 

1.96 2.24 2.80 
1.02 1.17 1.46 
0.07 0.08 0.10 
0.06 0.06 0.00 
0.06 0.06 0.06 
0.15 0.17 0.21 

3.98 4.44 5.36 
3.32 3.70 4.47 
9.56 10.65 12.87 
0.73 0.64 1.04 

0.88 1.01 1.28 
6.8% 6.8% 7.2% 

12.90 14.75 17.86 
19% 21% 21% 
13% 15% 15% 

NB Includes labour. Energy content is small, and is classed as overhead. Selling prices based 
on -actual net prices paid for 50mm board, 75mm cavity board and 11 Omm board. 
Others depths extrapolated. 
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Product Costing - Phenolic Board 
50mm 60mm 70mm 80mm 100mm 

£ £ £ £ £ 

Foil facing External 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 
Foil facing internal 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 
F acings scrap 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
Foil facings inc: scrap 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 

Phenolic resin & system crn 50kglm3 4.05 4.86 5.67 6.48 8.10 
Acid catalyst inc in system cost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pentane inc in system cost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Packing & consumables 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.08 
labour 0.29 0.29 0.32 0.35 0.38 
Waste 0.20 0.23 0.27 0.30 0.37 
Total Standard Product Cost I LM 5.24 6.09 6.97 7.85 9.57 
Total Standard Product Costlm2 4.37 5.07 5.81 6.54 7.98 
Total Standard cost for 2.4M board 12.58 14.61 16.72 18.83 22.98 
Phenolic resin: c15% vol discount subtract per board. ·1.08 -1.30 -1.51 -1.73 -2.16 

Distribution rost per Board 85% efficiency 0.61 0.74 0.88 1.01 1.28 
Distribution % of sales 3.7% 3.5% 3.6% 3.6% 3.7% 

Selling price 16.32 21.25 24.63 28.15 34.50 
Variable Margin 19% 28% 29% 30% 30% 
VM wlth volume discount 26% 34% 35% 36% 36% 

6.6 Factory Overheads (based on model in Investment Appraisal) 

" a~ Er'' 
0
a er reo a~ c aD a 'fi:D a~ a ·~ 0YE'A.Ff 0 YEt\R u:YEAR'il"' YEAR a YE~R ~ YEJXR ~a YEAR a aYEAR 

aDa'hD,..CID c tll 'h a ... a r£ 'OOO.l a .. ICI1J a a l:b 2a D Da·J~Da t!4'~E& a ... a aSD aq, D,.6D a C£b7~a a a 18b D" 

Electricity 100 150 200 250 320 380 380 380 
Gas 40 60 80 110 130 152 152 152 
Total Energy 140 210 280 360 450 532 532 532 

Motor and Travel 48 61 64 77 86 96 96 96 

Factory consumables 119 151 159 191 215 239 239 239 

Repairs and Maintenance 258 327 344 413 464 516 516 516 

Waste Disposal 83 105 110 132 149 165 165 165 

Equipment Hire 86 64 88 106 119 132 132 132 

Health and Safety 43 54 57 88 77 86 86 86 

Training 28 35 37 44 50 58 58 56 

Rent & Rates 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 

Factory costs 754 926 969 1,141 1,270 1,398 1,398 1,398 
Constant pnces. 2nd line year 4. Overhead spend stable from year 8 onwards. 
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7.0 Factory Location I Transport I Storage I Warehousing 

7.1 Location 

Ideally a board factory should be located reasonably close to the market which it 
serves, due to the relatively high cost of transporting what is essentially a bulky 
finished product. As the process expands the raw materials approx 30 times, being 
close to sources of supply is not a major consideration. 

~~&!i&Y6-feem~t~ilin~and at least some warehousing space. 
• As with many products, there is an economy of scale with board manufacture, 

particularly in terms of capital expenditure, and sharing of human resources 
between lines. ;J3re;optimum.:o.n:cme:si~~41incsP: 

o With I line ROCE is poor, and overheads per metre are very high. 
o Beyond 4 lines, the site becomes too big to manage efficiently, and site 

logistics become complex, and it makes more sense to introduce a 
second site to serve a particular regional market. 

• 1t is also necessary to have at least some warehousing space on site. The 
product needs to be kept warm whilst fully curing to avoid warping. Timescale 
is generally regarded as I day per 25mm (probably less in summer). At current 
average depths of 70mm this equates to approx 3 days output needing to be 
kept on site. This will rise to 4-5 days as average depths increase. 

.From this point of view is;;a:::goarl::cllQice, with close links to the motorway 
network, and a central location in the principal English markets. The possibility of 
hauliers being able to find back loads to this area is probably high. ~~ 
b.l:iiig:Gl~~~ark~!illl:Y;;be-outw:etglieaJzy:iilli.\ 
16"wet:-G(31JFatmg-a~~ili~~ ere are also advantages from 
having the Exec team on site, and economies of scale with existing site operations, eg 
security, glass-wool logistics etc. 

lt::i~o=buikt.=a<:fa~nn:yo::butltltr~~x-!B00!~1:l=U~es. 
This will be sufficient capacity to secure a 20% share of the lJK market up to 2020. 
Once the factory is in operation with one line, it is proposed to build a large 
w.m::cltouse:ot:l=s:;~d ISm height. There will be some synergy with the existing 
logistics operation on site, so stock from both product streams and distribution can be I 
combined. Both buildings would be constructed on the flatter portion of the site, and 
involve demotion of the old small warehouse, and the current unit 7 office block. 

This plan assumes certain factors. 
• Some of the land required would be Green-Belt. lt is assumed restrictions 

would be relaxed in favour of the creation of quality employment in the area. 
• Whether the size and height of buildings, traffic movements and bulk pentane 

storage would also be acceptable to the planning authorities. 
• There is only limited contamination of the proposed land, and straight forward~ 

ground works. lt is estimated that costs associated with this area would be less 
than £2m, and would be offset by East Midlands Regional development 
assistance. This could be I 0% of the capital spend of a project of this size, and 
likely to be linked to ground remediation, training, and creation of jobs. 
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Should the ground contamination be an issue, tax relief is currently set at 
150% of ground remediation expenditure. [56] 

7.2 Transport & Distribution 

C<mlidcntial 
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.7.3 Stock holding & Warehousing 

The stock holding, and warehousing requirements are based on a number of factors 
such as the number of production lines, number of SKU's, and service level 
aspiration. 

Warehouse Warehouse Space Avai able In 

weekly i.swe·eks siZe, 9'm'to size, 15m to production building 

linils\&' Stock Hotdina oUttiut m:s: stOCk uti$' eave~m2 eaves m2 (9m hlohlm' 
One line 33% output 10082 25205 4,001 N/A 4000 
One line 50% output. 15 276 38189 6062 3637 4000 
One line 100% output 30 551 76,378 12123 7,274 4,000 
Two lines 75% output 45827 114,586 18,185 10,911 1000 
Two lines 100% output 61,102 152,755 24,247 14,548 1,000 

NB. Assumes 1 OOmm depth product 

Applying this cover to board: 

Phase I: The line will be able to commence production, with finished goods housed in 
the production building up to the line reaching 33% capacity. Beyond this, an 
increasing amount of space will be required elsewhere to store the residual stock. 

Phase 2: As production ramps up, more warehousing will be required. To meet the 
full requirements of the proposed business plan, where 2 lines are at full output, and 
around a 20% share of the UK market is secured, a large purpose build warehouse 
would be required. This would be up to 15,000m2, with ISm to eaves height. 
Warehousing currently costs between £350-400/m2

. Options would be to phase this 
.build, or use warehousing elsewhere. However, space for a minimum of 4 days output 
must be available on site to enable the product to fully cure in controlled conditions. 
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11. Appendices 

11.1 Competing with Kiligspan 

Any participant in the Board market will have to make headway against the industry 
leader, Kingspan. The majority of points below are specific to panels, but the 
insulations business operating strategy is very similar. 

Marketing: Is generally well resourced. A large number of product guides are 
produced, particularly technical manuals, that specifiers in the industry regard as 'the 
bible' and this in turn drives Kingspan being specified on projects. The Internet in the 
last few years has been developed as a key resource to market the company and 
provide support to specifiers and installers. Web traffic is very carefully monitored and 
analysed for trends and leads. All material is very strongly branded, and designed to be 
as user-friendly a~ possible. 

Pricing: ~l'l&HlF!i-pietttimtdo::tl4i~FTRMiret;-and"Wrlf'\'JJfafff-iiway froiri"deals" 
th~~~~~t:bl:tn-p 
Qvcrall "tmketsjJf.MAitMn;:::Muinly for historic reasons, and Kingspan's dominance in 
home market~, margins in UK I Ireland are far higher than elsewhere. In insulated 
panels 'margin monitor' software flags up to the Sales Director if his staff selling any 
products below the specified margin. The sales staff below the sales director (and even 
country General Managers) are not allowed to see actual product costs, BOM's etc. 
The supply prices they see tended to stay fixed except in the upward direction, 
therefore efficiency savings in the plants or through purchasing would show through as 
positive manufacturing variance. For instance at Holywell this represented an 
additional 3% net profit. 

Leads generation: The role of the sales force external and internal is to track leads. It 
do.es this principally by not offering pricelists, so that customers have to call to get 
pnces. Also through technical enquiries, web traffic etc. Set questions are then asked 
to enable projects to be tracked. This year the threshold meterage was dropped to track 
above 500m2 projects (previously 2000m2

). Software used, sales achiever. These leads 
in turn were passed on to relevant installers, giving them the inside track in many 
mstances. 

Customers: transactional and non-transactional: The company courts both customer 
groups with equal vigour. Transactional customers, ie those actually buying and 
installing the products, and specifiers, architects, developers, insurance industry 
representatives, fire service, construction companies etc. The objective being to get 
specified, sell the benefits of its products and develop close and enduring working 
relationships. 

Training: A free service is provided to train installers in correct methods, and accredit 
them etc. Also an opportunity to get a captive audience up to speed with new products. 
On site training facilities at the major sites. Field Service engineers will also provide 
field technical support to customers, and advise end clients on installation standards. 
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Lobbying I industry forums: Increasingly, Kingspan is aggressively taking the lead 
with driving the market through: lobbying government: CPO etc training for insurance 
companies, fire services; industry forums. 

Secrecy: Internally chemical formulations I technology are very closely guarded, and 
are purely on a need to know basis. For instance, even production managers or quality 
staff are not told when adjustments are made to formulations: this is done by the 
polymer engineering team. Equally the company is very careful not to reveal anything 
of its plants to either competitors, or suppliers who supply competitors also, except 
very generic suppliers such as Siemens etc. 

Innovation: This takes two forms technical, and helping make customers lives easier. 
Generally the company will try to lead its chosen market in differentiated technology, 
with products that are specifically engineered for particular applications. It will also be 
responsive to feedback from customers on ideas that can speed up installation on site. 
This generally helps support market price premiums, and accelerate client's moves 
from more traditional building methods. 

Technical: The company is well resourced with very knowledgeable, able and 
motivated technical experts in each particular field, such as polymer technology, 
bmldmg regs, structures etc. The technical experts have largely remained with the 
company during recent restructuring. 

Ethos: Kingspan is generally staffed with high-calibre people that are committed to 
the company. Value is placed on loyalty, length of service, and demonstration of total 
commitment to the cause. There is a great focus placed on delivery of results, 
irrespective of the obstacles and setbacks. Staff that do not demonstrate the required 
approach tend to fall by the wayside. The personality of the Founder Eugene Murtagh 
(Chairman) and his son Gene Murtagh (Chief Exec) still strongly shape the company 
culture. Internal customer service is usually high: everyone generally answers their 
phone immediately, and responds toe-mail requests rapidly. 

Service Level: This is the critical measure in Kingspan. It is measured in two ways: 
OTIF delivery, and Customer satisfaction survey. Everyone in Kingspan is totally 
committed to total customer service. If a line breaks down, everything that is humanly 
possible must be done to ensure customers are not let down. 

If a customer would like any particular custom service, the answer will generally 
always be 'yes', and a premium will be charged if possible unless it risks losing the 
order. Examples being custom sizes, packaging, delivery etc. 

Lead-time: Kingspan will always ensure they lead their market with the shortest lead
time. This is done partly through scale and capacity, and the commitment of the staff 
to take a flexible approach and do whatever is required to manufacture and deliver the 
order. Kings pan will NEVER lose an order on lead-time. 

Cost base: The company generally has the scale, investment in facilities, efficiencies 
and technology to operate at or near the lowest cost in the industry. Recent 
restructuring has concentrated particularly on overheads, where the business is now 
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really very lean, and also on direct staff where line I peripheral operators have been cut 
to the lowest practicable leveL 

~.atry:w:afi""'-pro'€1001s:::::araaun::..:at:::ttb:=h~~~ 

~~~~ 
tSta:ttaLU::\l:!!lu!llGaMle'met-wt:!:h"a'tHinn&vreiliillf' 

~n~hcontrol;of its cbot:Uri:cai:;fumrcd:ati:o:ns;:;_g;m:reduet~en-ef,..foam;1s;!!J 
GS:JjJS:tant:~,.,;.Biis::tatres"tM:f(:)J'.l'fiZ~~demity.oreductien;.b~:dremit::!I~mttm:n 

Ims,·!s=!I!"!!J~lanced..b:Y.:::!!!e..Ree!htemueet:st:rnt:tcrrlil~~r.manco 
eonsidera~Fear of PIR blistering is always uppermost in everyone's thoughts, so 
changes are thoroughly tested on an accelerated aging rig. This is less of a concern in 
board rather than panel unless things go very wrong. 

Until very recently, the company has always been very happy to invest in the best 
equipment, and make acquisitions, even when the paybacks have not been particularly 
strong. 

Insularity: The company tends to be quite inward focussed !Tom the point of view of 
competition and technology. Generally low opinion of competitor's ability to compete 
with them, so tend to be dismissive. Occasionally the company is surprised when 
making an acquisition that others are as far ahead as they are. For example the chronic, 
expensive panel blistering issue was solved by acquisition of ATC and use of their 
Elastogran pre-laydown. 

Opportunities: The key opportunities would be: 
R~ost cutting has ~:e:cl'impan.y . .IodjQ!l'to react and maintain control. 
lmfebtcilnesl?, insufficient cash to make significant investments or acquisitions. Focus 
on maintaining profit to not breach banking covenants. 
liisiilarit'?. the company believes they are the best and everyone else's approach I 
technology is inferior. 
~trangely enough, the sales team (at lower levels) are generally not that strong, 
particularly in technically knowledge. They are generally not motivated and creative 
enough to sell newer products. A1.tentll':\wt{i"smafFeus~r})"??$· 

Current Development areas, panels: Amongst other areas, launch of phenolic panels 
energy contributing panels, and a strong focus on value-added far;:ade systems. Board, 
not know. 

11.2 Plant & Equipment suppliers 

OMS 

Italian based. Complete turnkey supplier of all equipment required from tanker offioad 
to pallet wrapping. Core expertise wet side I lamination. Have supplied approx 12 of 
the 16 continuous lines in the UK/Ireland, and all those installed in last 3 years. Also 1 
panel line. Quality generally very good. Systems capable of 50m/min. Line cost high at 
€6m+. http://www.omsgroup.it/ 
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Hennecke 

German based. Until recently wholly owned subsidiary of Bayer. Core expertise wet 
side /lamination. Have supplied at least 2 of the UK/Ireland lines. 6+ UK part panel 
lines. Team up with Keil, another Gennan supplier for tanks, pipe work etc. and Kraft 
for down stream equipment. Quality very good. Systems capable of 50m/min. Line 
cost medium at €4m+. http://www.hennecke.com/henneckelindex e.htm 

PUMA 

Italian based. Can supply complete turnkey system from wetside through to pallet 
wrap. Quality not as robust, and prices generally reflect this. Systems capable of 
speeds up to 30m/min. At least I full, and several part panel lines in UK. Line cost low 
at €2m+. With an experienced engineer, certain items can be sourced from them 
cheaply and with few problems. http://www.pumasrl.com/ 

Siempelkarnp 

German based. Core expertise wetside /lamination. Not known UK board lines. Have 
supplied 2+ UK panel lines. Team up with Keil, another German supplier for tanks, 
pipe work etc. Costs believed similar to Hennecke. 
http://www.siempelkamp.com/Company.607.0.html 

Bum by 

UK based. High quality supplier of stacking and accumulation systems for panel I 
board. http://www.bdc-ltd.co.uk/ 

11.3 Chemical Suppliers 

Principle Suppliers PIR 

Elastogran (BASF): Subsidiary of BASF. Specialise is supply of complete 'tu m-key' 
chemical systems: polyol blend, MDI, pentane. Tumover £120m in UK. Supply 50% 
of UK polyurethane industry. Do not generally supply individual components except 
MDI which is seen as a commodity essentially. ~""ll..-great=deab:of:rtec:hnim 
c::xpr.a:dse;:;.eii'ij}l~ytng:Sf\ati4H4li?GK-PlR-'jJelymer-engmeeP.J (7). Can supply full 
support to specify, commission a new plant, train staff and provide ongoing support. 
This service is all included in the cost of the chemical system. Can also arrange all 
testing and accreditation of products. Would enable an entry into the market with no 
in-house polymer expertise. Their Elastopir I 032/xx system will run at 20/25m/min, 
with density of 32kg/m3, lambda 0.022W/mk. Cost per kg July 2009 €1.45-1.50 euros/ 
kg all in. 

t 
!Eb.ey::lrel:te3Ze:tb.~fir~lass-:- "'-p · ·tie · ve!e · · -~· ~ a 
.btmbtl~~and'fYPt-cal"denS1~~~ ~ 
. http://www.ba~f.co.uk/ecpl/Group companies UK lreland/Elastogran UK Ltd 

) Cv£_,r-~) l.A? 
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Dow Large scale. Supply full range of chemicals for polyurethane industry. Also 
supply complete foam systems. 
http://www .dow .com/polyurethanelindex.htm 

Bayer Large scale. Supply full range of chemicals and systems. Otto Bayer invented 
polyurethane in 1937. 
http://www.bayer-baysystems.com/BMS/BaySystems.nsf/id/Ol LEV EN Industries 

Huntsman Large scale. Supply full range of chemicals for polyurethane industry. 
http://www. huntsman.com/PU/ 

BOC Supply pentane to the entire industry, and a full range of technical support. 
http://www .boc-gases.com/products and services/by product/propellants/index.asp 

Chemique prelay adhesives, MDI based. 
http://www.chemigue.eo.uk/ 

Stepan Specialist polyols 
http://www .stepan.com/enlmarkets/polyurethanes.asp 

lnvista Supplier of specialist polyol, Terate. High aromatic activity give strong fire 
performance. 
http://terate. invista.corn/e-trolley/page 8691/index.htrnl 

Albion Chemicals Specialist polyols manufacturer I distributor. 
http://www .brenntag.co.uk/enl 

Principle Suppliers Phenolic 

Hexion. Now own original site where phenolic foams were developed by Pilkington 
and BP JV. Supply Kingspan with phenolic resins. 
www.hexion.com 

Ash land. Believed capable of supplying phenolic foam systems. 
http://www .ashland.com/industries/ 

Dynea. -phenolic supplier. Believed also capable of supplying foam systems. 
http://www .dynea. corn/so lutions/i nsu I ationl 

Facing supplier 

International Converter: Used by Kingspan, Celotex and others 
http://www.ici-laminating.com/ 

Mondi can also supply an equivalent material 
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